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Scholar Programs, Study Abroad & Colleges
Class, homework, papers, mid-terms and
finals. What to say about this? The sometimes
redundant routine and fast-paced lifestyle of the
quarter system keep students feeling like the "school"
part of our college experience really seems to get in
the wax of our learning. The academies at Santa Clara
University though, are much more than going to
classes and getting the grades. The desire to learn on this
campus is contagious and the programs and resources
available make this a unique place to not onl) walk away
from with a degree, but a foundation on which to further
build our careers. On any given day when the weather
cooperates, outside homework parties pack the school.
Students stud) In almost an) grass) spot available, and
the interim libraries are always packed. Students seek
learning opportunities abroad, and utilize resources
on-campus to apply their skills after graduation through
the Career Center. While it may seem as if midterms
never end. and those 20-page research projects are
always due at the same time, there are many ways
to meet the demand of our courseloads, absorb the
material with stud) groups and projects, and even have a
little fun along the way.
131
Career Center
Preparing For The Journey
L
Over the last several years,
the process of obtaining a job hasn't
changed much in spite of the introduction
of employment websites and online
resumes. In tact, according to Kath\
Potter, Director of the Career ("enter,
"It has been proven man\ times that the
best way to a satisfying career is through
professional and social netw < >rking."Tothe
millennial generation, social networking
means having friends 1
on websites such
as Facebook and
M\ space. It is
important to realizcas Potter says, that
these websites are not professional social
networks. I Iowever, the tact that having
a good M\ space page won't get you the
job of your dreams doesn't mean that it
isn't important. In fact, in the last few
years, these websites have begun to play a
part in influencing employers. Even with
the importance of networking in finding
career opportunities, the initial process
for SCU students seeking jobs these
days often starts with what Potter calls
a technical process rec]iiiring electronic
resources, such as BroneoLink, to find
internships and jobs as well as to search
for potential companies online. I Iowever,
e\ entually a face-to-face meeting will occur.
The Career Center offers several events
p>u.\rsu.Ct of a. m.e4nin6jfuL
v-ocatLon.aL ioutr-neu. tkat
responds Lo tke needs
or Sodetu
and techniques to help students with this
critical face-to-face meeting. For example,
the ( Center puts together an etiquette event
every year to help students with some of
the business interactions and vital social
networking that they will encounter on their
winding paths to careers. The event requires
students to dress in professional attire and,
after briefsocial networking over hor'deuves,





associates and have conversations over
a meal. According to Potter, this kind
of meeting can be critically important to
gaining and maintaining employment. This
is one of many ways that the Career Center
helps students engage in a holistic approach
to all aspects of managing careers.
Although fairly infrequently,
students have come into the Career Center
their senior year and told Potter that they
never knew that the Center existed. Potter
says. This is a scary thing.. .when students
have been here for four years and have never
even stopped by." The Career Center wants
to help students understand all aspects of
career development, from self assessment
through being successful in a career. It's
part of the Center's mission in developing
the whole person, of promoting "the pursuit of a
meaningful vocational journey that responds to
the needs of society."
The Career Center's goal is to prepare
students not only for life the moment after
graduation but beyond that time, into the
Voyage" that is the ever-changi ngjob market. To
that end, the Career Center also offers support
to alumni. The careerjourney may start during
college, but it goes far beyond the student's time
at SCU.
The annual Fall ( Dareer Fair in front of Benson Memorial ( tenter had one of the biggest turn outs in Santa ( Tira history.
The front door of the Career ( Center located just outside of Benson Memorial ( "enter on the Alumni Terrace.
Prospective employees and employers meet at the Anual Fall Career Fair.
| A poster outside the Career Center promoting the upcoming Winter Career Pair.
1 School ofI fl •
Arts and Sciences:
LEADERS WITH A HUMANISTIC, JESUIT EDUCATION IN
LIBERAL ARTS & SCIENCES
I Iometothehunranities,visual andperforming
arts, and natural and social sciences, the
College of Aits and Sciences makes up a
large percentage of all Santa Clara students.
In the College of Arts and Sciences, Santa
Clara offers 20 majors for a Bachelor of Arts
degree, 17 majors for a Bachelor of Science
degreeand 31 differentdepaitmental,program
and interdisciplinary minors. Santa Claras
College of Aits and Sciences offers saidents
over 1,500 courses to pick from in the Natural
Sciences, Social Sciences, Humanities,
and Fine Aits. These classes are also
offerred via through the completion of
the University's Core Curriculum.No
matterwhat a student's graduating degree
or major, the College of Arts and Sciences
provides students with the opportunity
for critical thinking, social involvement,
and internships for a wide range of
saidies. Because of the College of Aits and
Sciences educational programs, graduates
are able to enter the working world
well-prepared for myriad opportunities.



























The College ofAits & Sciences at
Santa Clara University juxtaposes
the innovation and intellectual
vitality of Silicon Valley with
ethical integrity, social
responsibility, and a commitment
tojustice and the common good.
l
A New Vision of Success:
Leavey School of Business
Embedded in the heart of the Silicon
Valley, Santa Clara University's Leavey School of
Business continues to hold a reputation forexcellence.
With more than 150 years of success, the Business
School hasdeveloped a variety ofstrongprograms that
orfersixacademicdcpaiTmcntsineludingAccounting,
Economies, Marketing, Management, Finance,
and Operations and Management Informatior
Systems. Within the Leavey School of Business
numerous established professors offer knowledg(
gained through personal experience from their owr
successful endeavors. This year, construction on th<
new building progresses as our business progran
continues to be in the top five percent in the nation
A common sight outside
of Kenna Hall: business
students can bask in the
sun between classes.
Prospects for a new
building: The new Leave)
School of Business will be
about u\o and a half times
the size of the present
Kcnna I [all.
















fc-eal UJorCd. ^~eai time. fc^eaL Ceadej^s iVs our
sh.ortka.nd for ujkat uje kav-e discoi'-ered . ike
kaiimarfCs of tke SCU Sckooi of Jbustness
tke immediate.; applicable nature of ou\^ ricprous
curriculum^, tke cotiaborative Spirit of our Silicon







Over the past several years
it has been shown that having an
internship while in the School of
Engineering can bring unprecedented
benefits to graduates in the job market.
For example, many Seniors in the School
of Engineering acquire internships with
firms located right here in Silicon Valley.
A significant number of students, who
began interning as Freshmen, continue
after graduation as full-time employees.
This kind of hands-on experience for
Engineering students allows them to
understand how t< ) apply the skills learned
at the University on a day to day basis.
The Career Center works closely with
students in the Engineering Program to
connectthemwithinternshipsmeaningful
in their field. This partnership has proven
to be invaluable to students.
Another beneficial outlet for
Seniors is the Senior Design Conference.
Held annually, this conference, hosted
by the School of Engineering, allows
students to apply their knowledge of
Engineering and to present their projects
to the faculty, the alumni and to fellow
students.
This year the Engineering
Department infused Santa Clara with
an electrifying sense ofaccomplishment
and pride with their merited third
place win at the 2007 Solar Decathlon.
Helping the team achieve the third
place rank was Professor Mark
Aschheim with his Bamboo I-Beam
Technology. This eco-friendly solution
to steel I-Beams has proven to be both
highly effective and visually stunning.
It wasn't an easy road for the Decathlon
Team though. Starting off in iSth place
after an initial judging of the buildings
architecture, many were unsure of
how things would pan-out. But the
Engineering students knew well that
the hard work they had put into the
project was sure to pay off with a high
ranking and they were right when Santa
Clara got 3rd place! All of Santa Clara
is grateful for the tremendous effort
that the Engineering Team put into






Department of Engineering Management
Departmentof Mechanical Engineering
Bioengineering Program
UJe v-ieuj a main part of
our miSSton to Se\-~~V~e









and nkn.ote.ck noLo6\iCju. are
emer£\ina areas en tke
v-aLLetA- SCU is responding
to tkeSe ckanfjeS.
T beLcev-e tkeSe aire
&¥-citin& times!
GxxAh -&l Anfti,
Professor Mark Aschheim's stunning
Bamboo [-Beam Technology.
The front entrance to the Thomas J.
Bannan Engineering Building.
The first of three Mights of stairs at
the front of the Thomas J. Bannan
Engineering Building.
The inside of the I louse shows cabinets
made ofbamboo as well.




College or Arts & Sciences (J)
jiUfl
Phi Beta Kappa
The Phi Beta Kappa Society, the oldest
honor society in the United States, was
founded in 1776. The Society celebrates
outstanding academic achievement and
breadth of study in the liberal arts and
sciences. Fewer than 10 percent of the
nation's institutions of higher learning
have Phi Beta Kappa chapters. The Pi of
California chapter at Santa Clara
University was established in
1 1977. Seniors initiated into the
Pi of California must earn a
cumulative grade point average
of 3.7 or above while taking a
challenging mix of courses in
mathematics, the natural and
;
social sciences, the humanities and
foreign language.
Santa Clara University undoubtably
lias resources, and continually strives to provide
the most possible opportunities for students. In
addition to a degree from each of Santa Clara's
respective colleges, each school otters additional
programs, certifications and/or honors that
subsequently adds even more value to students'
degrees, as well as provide networking and
professional advancement opportunities. Within
the College of Arts & Sciences, graduates are
awarded admission into a national honor society
called Phi Beta Kappa. In the Leavey School of
Business, students with outstanding academic
records are invited to join ACE-an extraarticular
program decidated to networking, career
opportunities, and focused on service- and/or the
Leavey Scholars program, which is the honors
college within the business school curriculum.
Leadership and Entrepreneurship Certifications
are also available, and admission to nationally
recognized Beta Gamma Honor Society is
awarded.IntheSchoolofEngineering,Cooperative
Education is a program that provides a beneficial
exposure to industrial work, in combination with
classroom studies. Student organizations also
provide a place to pursue more specific interests
within Engineering, including Association for
Computing Machinery, Institute of Electrical &
Electronic Engineers, and Engineering Business
Alliance. Clearly, Santa Clara aims to make every
scholarly and professional ambition possible with
this multitude of additional academic programs.
£?&
Leavev School of Business H ISchool of Engineerin
ACE Program
Throughout the four-year ACE program, students participate
in focused exploration of their leadership abilities, enhance their
development of professional skills, and receive special opportunities
to network, reflect, and expand personal and professional horizons.
The curriculum is designed to provide opportunities to connect
with business executives, faculty, staff, and alumni during seminars,
workshops, and lectures. In addition, skill-building field trips and
team-building activities are incorporated into every year of the ACE
program.
Leadership Competency Certificate
This certification was implemented to support the University s
mission of "educating leaders for a just and humane world."
The program consists of three courses, and provides business
students the opportunity to learn from professionals of the
business world, explore and reflect on their own leadership
abilities, and translate these skills into post-graduation application.
Cooperative Educatioi
The Cooperative Education optio.,
integrates classroom work with
practical industrial experience.
It provides alternate or parallel
periods of college education with
periods of practical training in
industry. The industrial training is
related to the field ofstudy in which
the student is engaged and often is
diversified to afford a wide range
of experience. The objective ol
cooperative education is to provide
students with the opportunity,
through this interaction of study
and work experience, to enhance
their academic knowledge, to
further their personal work
experience, and to learn how













are not your Santa Clara study abroad students travel across the vast
T™T-,g0"a
i I SanlRoo Go*)
average amencan tourists, planet to experience, learn from, and acclimate to a 'culture
Thev are not adorned with neon very different and foregin to their own. Yet, over a fourth
- i.,,.,,,, Mblanou Selira tie Mar Q
fanny packs, unnecessarily large visors, month period, these students not only adapt to their city and
grandpa sunglasses, and comfortable cMWy, but become a part of it. They return to "the States"
(but not always fashionable) walking shoes. V\ith millions of stories, souvenirs, and pictures, but what
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>ne morning I could not find my white heels that I had
Bout the night before. When I went outside to go to















While in Cinque Terra , my friends and I decided to drop
trough on the beach, swim out into the water, and comandeer
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Campus Life and Traditions
<rOur CoLLecp uu&orS Come, and cp 5o
zuicJcLu. and tke. ev-ents tkat occur
0. fttuind up affe.cLin6j our attitude.^
creatines out memories and
ckaracu&rOtLnCi our uear.
'9
Our college years come and go so quickly, and the
events that wind up defining our year and experiences suddenly
become merely fond memories. It's hard to remember everything
that occurs in a year; with sports games almost every weekend, RLC
activities, Bronco dances and concerts, vacations with friends, or
the simple nights just relaxing with housemates are among the many
day-to-day activities that provide us the
memories of our college experience at Santa
Clara University. APB and the Commu-
nity Councils arc busy once again this year
organizing concerts and RLCA planning
fc^fc interactive dorm activities. ( lonstruction on
campus is apparent, and the idea of a brand
V
new library and business school is becoming a reality that students
anticipate. Even life off our rose-laiden campus can be one that
through the years continues to provide the same kind of memories,
includingwhere students chose to travel in the BayArea, participating in
unofficial student traditions, and passing down legendary houses from
year to year. Events during the year affect our lives, mold our attitudes,
create our memories, and characterize the year. They bring us together,
bring out our best, and give us something to look forward to. Even if
that particular event or tradition means giving up a night that could be
used to write that paper, the experience is worth it!
28

What's In A Name?
THE CREATION OF THE ONE AND ONLY BRONCO...
The Broncos were not always
what the\ arc today. 'Today when we hear
SCU fans screaming "Go Broncos!" we do not
normally stop and ponder what defines a Santa
( >lara University Bronco. Why are we the
Broncos? Do you know the origination of the
Santa ( "lara University sports teams nickname?
Wh\ red and white? In 1891 red and white were
chosen as the school colors. Forty years later,
a rousing debate erupted between two priests,
T.J. O'Connell class of 1892 and Patrick Foote,
S.J., over the origins of that choice.
What seems to be clear is that
some teams wore red and
white in the 1880s and that
the student body petitioned
for that combination of
colors to be designated as the
official school colors. But why
Red and White? In a 1932 issue of
the student newspaper 'The Santa
Clara", O'Connell suggests the
colors honored the Sacred Heart.
Y Foote replies that red and white were the
colors of the Bear Flag of California and he
"led the students of the pioneer college
in California to adopt them." O'Connell
counters, "I remember very clearly that
in the meeting no mention whatever was
made of the Bear
Proud Broncos sport








5een fit to Label ixs tke
" PriAn&piclCerS ] and stilt
others kav-e stre.tc.keA





Santa Ctara ujttt 6\tv-e a cask prute of
fiv-e dottars.
- student report; Tke Santa
Ctara; Feb. £6, n*3
"Wanted-a name for the varsity: Stanford has
her Cardinals. California her Golden Bears,
and Santa Clara may profit by their example."








merely because of their
pleasing appearance."
30
Tke Bronco is a. native Western. p>Lece of Uvvna
lynamtte) not anu. too Large, it is trite, Sut kard
i nails and aLujaus qame Zo tke Core... tfouj about
i£, students? Lets adopt i£!
- student appeal; ''Tke Santa Clara. *, a/ov. 11*3
"The real Bronco is closely identified with the old Santa
Clara Mission days of the Padres, when large herds of
cattle roamed their lands and annual roundups were
held. The Bronco's distinctive traits typify all we
could wish for in an athletic organization."
-George Giacomini and Gerald McKevitt
A Tradition Lost
40 years ago, and brought
back to Santa (-lata this
year! The efforts and
success of this year's
I lomecoming Week events
are sure to provide reason
and incentive to keep the
festive tradition alive in































































WHO WOULD HAVE THOUGHT THAT SOME OF THE of students. The same rhythmic pattern of footsteps to
same unique traditions, once invented bypast Santa Clara class, Benson, Safeway, and the mailbox fills each Santa
students, would remain to this daywith current students? Clara house with sounds unlike those ofany other houses.
SCU day-to-day traditions such as scaling the dorms' Aside from the personality that Santa Clara University
interior walls, making weekly memories at die Hut, and its students has continued to uphold, there have been
cramming in the Swig elevator, attending Late Night changes over the years as well. The football fans' roars that
Bronco, driving to Tahoe and Santa Cruz, and running once filled Buckshaw Stadium have transformed into the
people over with skateboards on theway to class still exist vocal screams of Ruff Riders at the soccer and basketball
within the Bronco community. In fact, these traditions play-offe. And though Leavey Business School continues
help define who we are andwhy Santa Clara University is to uphold a glorious reputation, it has exceeded its past
considered home.Whetheritistheyear 1988 or 2008, Santa goals and is evolving into more successful endeavor than
Clara University is never a bore. Santa Clara students ever imagined. And no matter how the conditions change,
have always known how to make the most out of what the past is what has made our community stronger
they are given. The same organizations, such as ASSCU and will lead the promising future ahead of us all. Old
and The Redwood, are still alive and thriving since their traditions undoubtedly attribute to the type of school,
start many years ago. The skill ofjuggling workwith late faculty, students, and community we have become. Santa
hour fun has always been a trait ofSCU Bronco students. Clara University's unique style, purpose, and customs will
Santa Clara's famous houses, such as Peach, Yellow, and always be a part of us and help define who we are as the






































































ee through our eyefe
What Makes Santa Clara Unique:
WllAI COMI S TO MIND WHEN YOU THINK OF SANTA
( llara I nivi rsity?Ifyouarcanoui iidi i you automatical!) picture
1 1 n beautiful \lissi<>n( Ihurch, surrounded bypalm trees, hundreds
ol rose bushes and sunshini Ifyou are a student hen you think oi
much more. Vmidsi diesc bn athtaking palms and famous roses,
students and alumni recall thi rimes the] had with their friends
ol the weekend 01 the activities thai the) look forward to te
freshmen we rcmemebci surviving living in Svi ig, eating Benson
food dail) mi I wandering to off-campus parties on \\ ednesda)
nights, Sophomon yeai we look back onoui daysol anothei yeai
in the dorms, making mam more friends as we start focusing harder to leave. Santa ( llara is a special place and the experiences
i m mil majors, .i\u\ walking to local eateries with our closest and memories that we take from here are often times traditions
ii iends. Junior year we stud) abroad and explore other cultures passed dov\ n fh im those thai w alked through those n ee gardens
overseas, to return to our off-campus I ouses to perfect our game before us. It's these traditions thai bring us together noi onl) .is
ni beirut and stud) .is hard .is we play. Senior year we stair r<> students, but as (.lost.- friends, and make Santa ( llara a unique
realize thai four years reall) do go as qi ickl) as everyone says, and place to share. It is these tradtions thai through students' eyes,
our concentration on finishing <>m ^^^g define who we are as a Santa Clara
degrees while balancing rime wirhl^w
friends as often as possible becomes
a lifestyle thai grows increasing!)
Santa Clara l3 a Special place.)
tke ey-periences and memories tkat
voe take from kere are often times
traditions passed douin from tkoSe




Burning couch at Gonzaga Games
\
Flanking 'tLeA Liqkt Studying Abroad »-j ^
I Ik mi. minus "Blinking Billy" ai
,
Swig 1 1. ill as much as freshman an<
even seniors hate to admit ii mam
atimc help students find their wav.
home and back to campus
"l
uJaJCe (xpJ SboLq
...a phrase thai I resh men hate, yet seniorslove.—
'
Sw 11; residents ha\e dreaded, bui learned in
li\e with, the I act that iippeixi.issnn
linalK even i ,i ilicii power and scniorit) U
wakm- up Mink icI.Lssiiien in the middle ol
the ni^ht. I his disruptive, ut rewarding ira
Sf^Kf/)^ Pi C YX.I C Virion is one unlikely fo phase ond
<ff V
,,
Dorm Room TrickOr-Treating^jp- • Senior bi , R
Stuft Pizza Fundraisfrs club fair & wine nights
1
Campus Safety Reports in The San
mondo burrito
& Hungry Hound
Clara Midnight Breakfast In Benson
£
Athlete's Ball APB Concerts




,inni lo^mi/n.is been .1 popular destina
ti'in tin students, but since trie opening ol
anew frozen yogun ihoppe in Santa ( lara,
tin- journey foi frozen > i . )
BLondce 5iv.its is iihkIi iik m.Convenient!
Bay to Breakers
Global Village Fridays at the Hut ~>> * \
Sneaking into Malley Pool Late. filiM, J5ronCo
Freshmen anc^sophomores especially enjo] me late
Karaoke at The Claran
•'
Lunch & People watching at the Benson Fountain
..and SometineS suds in ike fountain/
hours and mendrj company ol meon campuseatery.
\n\ erven Wednesday, Friday, 01 Saturday nighi
mostrj underclassmen can be found satisfying fete
nighi munchies: mozarells sinks, brick oven pi//.is.
hi vanilla-strawbem smoothies. Mm .1 nighi oui





911 Chall nge at Cluck U. 5 NIGHTS OF HALLOWEEN CELEBRATIONS
SCU ^ear Safeway and Cellar Runs SCuAerft fi4aS5e5 in tke. Ml55lon
T>4u P4)rtL<*S Mr. RLCA Back-To-School Picnic and Entertainment








distinguish us apart from most ntlici schools. I'hc biggest
ii.n parties include Jungle, I uau, Maze, and ( lincode
Maples pictured which entertains over 6 students!
fiJanvinq off-Campus Mouses
t raditiorts ikat define us
Now & Then
CHANG»vg CAMf>
ran the Alameda right in front of
Kenna Hall.
Construction on the new Benson
Memorial Center during the late
1980's.
It's good to see that some things
don't change over the years. Another
aerial view ofthe Santa Clara campus
shows Nobli Hall- though changing















































Santa Clara night life is one of close
familiarity for students. I [ere, the famous phrase
of "work hard, play hard" certainly holds true. As
new freshmen fresh out of their parents' house-
populatedorms, nightli fe i s characterized by timewith
roommates, floor mates, cozy nights up 'til dawn and
the occasional late night romp around Santa Clara.
Sophomore year involves continual friendships and
really getting to know other students on all sides of
campus; it seems at this point that the fun nights
are only getting started. Junior year is, for many
students, spent abroad or getting settled into their
houses and apartments. This off-campus move is the
next step in preparing ourselves for the inevitable
post-college "real world" that we all hear about. And
somehow senioryear creeps up. Fourth-year students
wonder how time really did h\ so quickly, and
spend as much time together as possible before
the big graduation. The elassie locations for these
Catherines are. naturally, CSd's on Wednesdays,
The Claran on Thursdays, The I hit on Fridays, and
Saturdays up for grabs. As night life changes
through the \ears, one thing remains true: the
menu >ries we create and the friends that we make truly
provide us with the means to celebrate our successes
of the week, enjoy our friends, and have a lot of fun!
Junior
ALL omr friers \are
bacK from abroad







aW<>4 and Spendtnt) time






Construction has taken over
our campus, but it's quickly coming to an
end. There's the new Learning Commons
and Library on one side of campus and the
new business building on the other side. It's
incredible to finally sec these projects near
completion. Even day the new library and
business building look slightly different and
closer to completion. Both are mammoth
projects that have been planned for over ten
years. The new library can be found in the
same place, where the Orradre library once
was. It is 94,000 square feet larger than the
old li brary. It has four levels rather than th ree.
There are more study rooms and more study
spaces for students. It encourages the use of
new opportunities provided by information
technology. The new business building on
the other hand, has been relocated behind
the Aits and Sciences building, with one
side running along Franklin Street. The
new business building is 2.5 times the
size of Kenna Hall. Within the business
building, there will be So offices for faculty,
12 break rooms, and a cafe. Both buildings
are towering structures on campus. With
a growing student population, our campus
has desperately been in need of more space.
The new Learning Commons and Library
is set to open in spring 200S and the new
Leavey School of Business building is set to





A sneak peck inside the new Leavey School
of Business
Close up shot on the second floor inside the Keeping it bright inside the new library
and commons.business building
37


























>AMTA CLARAJNIS GIVE BA
The Santa Clara Ignatian Center has within the Ignation Center that connects students
opened its doors to assisting the less fortunate in certain classes, like language and communication,
around the world thanks to the help of the school's with different schools and agencies within Silicon
charitable and socially aware students. The workers Valley. Students arethen able to applywhatthey learn
and volunteers have become catalysts for change and from their classes directly into the community. The
have inspired the lives of many. Through various understanding and real life experience that students
programs, students arc able to dedicate a few days gain is an experience that a few hours a week in a
to a few months in their work in various countries, classroom could never provide.
or in cities right here in the United States. The
Tki5 l5 San.ta CCara
-Eric PeLfr





VERY SENIOR HAS LEFT HIS OR
mark on this campus, university, and
community in unforgettable ways. S< >me ofthem
light-hearted memories of our seniors' antics w
others are permanent fixtures and marks that no eustoi
could remove. Whatever tradition or momento it might
be, they will all be appreciated and remembered. Some,
though, may become as legendary as the Wednesday night
parties. So the real question is, who will be first to streak
through the new Santa Clara library?
e.mo\^aM& foments CaiA.C\kL on Tape...
1 1 1 1 i 1 1 1 1 1 ij 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ij 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ii 1 1 itttti
unta Cl|\ra's First HOr|ECOMiNfc: The A<|ociated Students
aid Senior Austin Waxly plannld the firstever homlcoming viith con-
certs, eventf, and gam|s to awal^pn school fpirit in th§ studentsf
ilMiifiiiiiliiiifiiiiiliiiifiiiiiliinfiiiiilii
i ij 1 1 1 1 11 1 1 1 ij 1 1 1
1




Swig!s Record Setting Funnel: The day that aj
strange tube reached all the \va\ dowi the eleven stories ot s\\







And r itML mad o mu £ #M cLass on time.
40 t±M i, on tiU<zdn£5d<zu nc
et Me Graduate!
uUe, tiaihe. Our Seniors to Tkan/c for.
tke fabuLouS parties and oooci times..
Venturing,,1.,






tudent's favorite 2-day break
luckily occuring 52 times a year!
The stresses and successes of the
week are rewarded by the weekend,
J and students often choose to venture
outside of the "Santa Clara bubble."
/As students here, we have endless
7 opportunities when it comes to exploring
and adventures; Northern California has
'&&/» some of the best things to offer no matter
r
what vou're looking for. In the mood for some citA
W^ stomping? San Francisco is only a 50 minute drive away
offering world-class shopping, festive Giant's baseball games.
Fisherman's Wharf strolling, and seeing the sites of Golden Gate
Bridge, Alcatraz and Lombard Street. In the mood for more of a natural getaway?
Santa Cruz is only }o minutes away, offering the famous Boardwalk, surf shops, a
quaint downtown, and numerous picturesque
beaches. Monteray is just past Santa Cruz,
and home of the famous Pebble Beach and
7-mile drive along the coast. Longer weekends
are often spent three-four hours away in Lake
Tahoe either skiing and snowboarding the world famous north and south lake
resorts, sledding around with friends, or hanging out on the beach and river during
the spring and summer. What about just a night out? No problem. Santana Row,
downtown San Jose and Palo Alto are only a few minutes away and offer fun
restaurants, unique shops, and varying atmospheres. No matter what your mood,
there is a place for you to explore. Whether you drive there, take the Cal Train, or
hop on the Bronco Bus, ways of celebrating the weekend around here are endless.
ipAetker uou. drive tke)re.J talce. zke.
Cat Train, or kop on tkc Tbrondo 3(/.5
aroixnd ke.re. are. endless.
Far Left: The Truckee
river provides seniors
Stephanie Howell, Haylej
Rife, Dana Hoffman, and
( Ilaire Kollerer with sun,
fun, and a beautiful change
ofscenery.
Left: During the winter
season, seniors Jenna Myers
and Elizabeth Godsey enjoy
sledding in a snow strom in
North LakeTahoe.
The ( California Wine countrj is a popular
destination for people all over the country,
and for Santa Clara students there is no
exception. Seniors Sarah Neuhoff, Tory
Fraser and Narsai Tailo enjo\ a glass at
Sterling; Vineyards in ( ialistoga Winery.
TOP 10:
( )nl\ } hours away flows the American
River. Ashley Bcrtolin. Madison Wood and




OrganizationstJsTUDENTORGANIZATION T S, CLUBS, & FS RLC'S
There is always a place for Everyone groups for ethnic pride and dance. One can even
here,a place to meet others with similar interests,
a place to lead, and a group of which to engage in
activities that we arc passionate about. Among some
of these groups that are affiliated with the school are
Student Chartered Organizations. APB keeps the
tempo going with regular conceits, goings-on at the
Bronco, and Bronco Bus trips around town, while
The Santa Clara
keeps students





Center, The Santa Clara Review, KSCU, and The
Redwood are also included with these CSO's. In
addition to these university organizations are over
100 student-run clubs; this list of clubs goes well be-
yond intramural sports and areas of aeademia into
ajt v-ar^otino int^re^ts Le.aA u.5 to
Lnv-oLv-e.m&ruij ujkick provx.de.5 SeinhLceS
to oixr feLLoLu stu.<de.n.tsJ as ujeLL as
iu.st another omtiet for t/.s to e;
oi/Jr sJcLLLs a.r\.d f>455ion5.
find a group of which to join without leaving the
comfort of where they live. Residential Learning
Communities group students with similar interests in
the d( >rms t( )gethers( > that they have the ( >pp< Mtun i t\ t< >
take introductory classes and study together-another
contributing factor of Santa Clara University's





which to lead or
to parti ei pate in
is something the
majority of students find themselves involved with
on a daily basis. Whether dirieeth or indirectly, our
varying interests lead us to involvement, which
provides sen ices to our fellow students, and another
outlet for us to exhibit our skills and passions.
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divides I rogramming
Fresh Faces, New ideas
In 1 994, the Activities Programming Board
(APB ) was established as a student-run < >rganizatiorj that
plans and executes university-wide events for students
to enjoy. The organization runs on the motto "Bringing
SCl T what the) want when they want it," says APB
director, Natalie Cummins '08. The board meets once a
week to brainstorm for new ideas, and plan and organize
upcoming events. This year their goals are to heighten
awareness and organize events for the whole student
bod) to enjoy.
APB welcomes a younger board. "With fresh
faces bring new ideas," says Cummins. In addition to a
younger board, two new positions have been established
for the coordinators of the Bronco Bus, which makes tri
nearby hotspots including San Francisco, Santa ( tu/ and Lake
Tahoe. Fall quarter brought new events such as Fall Carnival,
( College Double Date, and Speed Dating, all ofwhich ( aunmins
would like to become new traditions for APB. Several events,
including frequent movie nights, corned) acts, and band nights.
have also made fall quarter a new experience.
In collaboration with ASSCU, RLCA, and Ruff
Riders. APB is also bringing back Homecoming, an old and
dearly missed traditic >n < >fthe past. Concert by Bone Thugs and
a carnival arejust a couple of ways that APB will contribute to
I lomccoming. Aside from all the new events, Cummins' main
priority is to uphold the tradition ofstanding to their motto, in










Associated Students of Santa Clara University
was established in 1912. It is currently organized into four branches:
Executive, Legislative, Judicial and Student Involvement. AS
represents the students in front of the administration and makes
sure the other organizations are doing what the} have been
chartered to do. Student involvement and leadership development
through registered student organizations, university committees,
positions, and active engagement within the Santa Clara
community are greatly encouraged b\ Associated Students.
'This year's administration seeks to implement a stronger
sense of school spirit and tradition on campus," says Austin
Woody, Student Body President. This is a difficult and
ambitious goal, but we have an extremely creative, ambitious,
and passionate administration. We approach every task
with a 'GO BRONCOS' spirit. Our understanding is that if
we can create a stronger sense of tradition here on campus,
students will realize that we are a part of something that is
so much bigger than just our classes here and now. We hope
that this understanding will create a stronger sense of school
spirit. Thus, the desire to be a part of the community will
increase student involvement." In keeping with the platform to
strengthen school spirit and tradition. Associated Students has
organized events such as RJ X ] Spirit ( Competition and I Iistory
Discussion with Professor (iiacommini. Additionally, AS has
hosted an "Office" marathon, self defense elasses. Root-Beer
Pong, two Senior Nights. Sophomore I lousing Forum, and
Junior Return from Abroad. In February, AS is bringing back
Homecoming in collaboration with RLCA, APB, and Ruff
Riders. I Iomecoming week w ill consist of a carnival, a concert
with Bone Thugs-N-Harmony, and a pep
rall\ followed b\ a Senior Night, featuring
the Bell Brothers. Red and White
Ball, and the Santa Clara vs.
University of San Diego game.
Now that is Bronco spirit.
ommunity
Action and Compassion
Established in 1 965 during the Vietnam War
and political activism, SCCAP was formerly known as
the Santa ("lata Christian Action Program. In the years
to come, SCCAP changed its name to the Santa Clara
Community Action Program, and focused its resources
on volunteering and helping the community. It's been 42
years since its beginning, and SCCAP continual success
attracts many volunteers to sen e the community. "The goal
of the SCCAP is to participate in creating a more humane
and just world," says direct* >r Kan Erker '08. "Part ofw hat
SCCAP docs is expose volunteers to new realities. They
see the world as a bigger place." Another goal Erker has
is bringing in a stronger sociological perspective this year,
since she is a Sociology major. "By involving students,
they can learn how social structures affect people on many
levels," says Erker.
SCCAP is divided into four departments:
Empowerment,EducationandMentoring,! Iomelessness,
and Health and Disabilities. Each department offers a
range of volunteering opportunities. Special Olympics and the
Drag Show are a few of the vast amount of events offered. With
s< > many pec >plc w( >rki ng i n c< >llab< >ration with < me an< >ther, retreats
are essential to bring the group together. "Building community is
central. We want to be a presence, and to educate others of social
justice and the injustices of the world," says Erker.
SCCAP volunteers arc troopers when in comes to tabling in Benson.
rhe Multicultural Center
Off to a Unique Start
The Multicultural Center,
also known as the MCC, began the year
with a unique start. Unlike past years, in
which the director is clceted in the spring
and starts the year in the fall, this year the
MCC started without a director or staff.
( Collaboration and effort among the nine
clubs within the MCC were vital to
keeping the Center up and miming. The
struggle to find a director was difficult,
but by the end of October, Judy Kuo 08
was selected to run the MCC.
Started in 1985, theMCC,which
once housed six clubs, now has nine:
The women of Intandesh pose at
Dandiya Night after performing
Dandiya, a ( Jujrati dance invoking the
beating of stieks.
The APSU officers prepare for Boat
Dance, a semi-formal event that takes
plaee on a boat in the San Francisco
Bay during fall quarter.
Club meetings tor Ka Mana'o are al-
ways packed with members because of
their activities.
Arab Cultural Society (ACS), Asian Pacific
Islander Student Union (APSU), Barkada
'the Filipino student union), Chinese
Student Association (CSA), Igwebuike (the
African- American organization ), Intandesh
(theSouthAsianorganization), KaMana'oO
I lawai'i ( ( Celebrating the Spirit of I lawaii ),
MEChA El Frente (the Chicano/Latino
Organization), and Vietnamese Student
Association (YSA). "The MCC strives to
educate the campus about multiculturalism
through fun social events," says Kuo. "The
goal of the MCC this year is to branch out
ami reach the general campus population
with consistent events throughout the year."
Expect to sec the MCC uphold traditional
events, such as MCCBeary's, an end of
year award show, and Global Milage, a
community-wide event that shares diversity
of cultures through performances, food,
music, games and more. As for new
traditions, Kuo would like to try new things.
MCC 101, a night of cultural workshops, is
just one of the new events the MCC plans to
host. "This year has been different so far. Its
try new things.
Remembering the Year so you do
Another year for the
Redwoodyearbook staff, and
they have never been better.
This year, the yearbook staff
is working hard to create
a yearbook that will be
memorable for years to come.
With the construction of the
library almost complete, and
a new era of Santa Clara
University beginning, the
Redwood has a lot to talk
about in the 104th volume
of the book. Meetings on
Monday nights and office
hours for the yearbook team
will enable them to work
their hardest on producing
the most amazing yearbook
to date. Throughout the
year, the staff discusses the
layouts, copy, photographs,
etc. in order for the book to
appeal to the entire Santa
( Tira community . Though it
may be impossible to capture
every memorable event ofthe
2007-2008 academic year,
the Redwood staff attempts
to create a means by which
people will remember this
year in the near and distant
future. This year's theme,
"Through our eyes," captures
all of the Santa Clara
traditions and advantages
we sometimes seem to
overlook. The Redwood's
goal this year is to create a
yearbook that will remind
all SCU students how truly
lucky we are.
The Redwood staff attends an annual retreat to discuss short and long term
J
plans for the yearbook. The staff decides on future themes and decision
making techniques for the entire staff. This year, The Redwood had their
Fall retreat in Santa Cruz where they worked together to decide these future
goals. Durmgofhcc hours, members, ofTile Rsxiwoud staff design the.buuk
that will create memories for years to come.
The Santa Claratts Thursday








every Thursday in downstairs
Benson, is available for students,
faculty, and anyone else interested
in reading about the present
thoughts, concernns, and issues
facing SCU and our broader world.
During the academic year, copies
ofThe Santa Clara can be found at
Benson Memorial Center and other
campus locations. When asked
what the Santa Clara Newspaper's




Niroe Harris, Jereiiiy nciu, A^«*"» *"-*» > m . - ., _
Strom Adders liven-Holt, Manny Maccalh, Maggie McAteer,
Sanna Mitchell, John McDonald, Cecile Nguyen,
^N^
Liz O'Brien, Nicholas Pinkerton,
Katie Powers, Tim Sennott, Brian
Watson, Erin Welke, Christopher
Woodhouse
One copy 1
academic year, Jeremy Herb, editor
of the newspaper, noted that, "our
main goal has always been to inform
the campus about weekly issues
that are in the shadows of Santa
Clara students."





















'take nnrt in elections
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A new way f
meetings when the staff deeide on
stories to write about. Monday's
meetings for editors, Tuesday's
declaration of finalized information,
and finally, Wednesdays final edits
of sports news. Overall, the Santa
Clara staff hopes to make known
to Santa Clara students all of the
effort that goes into the Santa Clara,
and hopes that the entire SCU
community will benefit from the




line •' PowerPoint and
number ol" faculty aSrS
five are bK,W„U„, "' "'"^ "'«*.
See NINI:. p„gc a
^ara
A LITERARY PUBLICATION
The Santa Clara Review is Santa Clara's very
own literary magazine. The bi-annual magazine is comprised
of national submissions from staff and community members.
There are several paid positions and opportunities in the areas
of poetry, fiction, non-fiction, art, and management. Students
are encouraged to submit their pieces for publication. This
year, many members from the Santa Clara Review staff
attended the annual AWP (Associated Writers and Writing
Programs) convention in New York City where they
promoted the Santa Clara Review. The Santa Clara Review
hosted their first ever writing and aits retreat in April. The
weekend retreat was for both student writers and visual artists
and allowed participants to create, workshop, and discuss
their projects and crafts with other guests. The FallAVinter
issue, which featured interviews with novelist Katharine
Noel and PostSecret creator Frank Warren, was released on
January 25th, while their second issue came out in late Spring.
Aside from all of their newly established annual goals, the
Santa Clara Review also continued to hold open-mics and
ran a weekly practicum for students. The practicum was for
students interested in reviewing submissions and learning
about the editing and publishing process as a whole. Overall,
according to Juliannc Jigour, "the Review is committed to
fostering the development of students' literary skills, both in
editing and creative writing, and is dedicated to supporting
a community for students passionate about the aits."
Tke F~evx.euj Continued to loorlc to
produ.Ce tke best pu.Mic<ztion5 it ca.^
cajre.fu.Liu SeLectin.q tke sbroK&est
pieces from tke manu Submissions it
reCeiv-es - J uitanne Jicpur A|d&
There was a great show at the Publication Party in January 2007. These
parties serve to hype up the release ofthe book and appreciate the hard work
ofboth the staff and the included artists.
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KSCU
THE EVOLUTION OF UNDERGROUND SOUND
The student-run KSCU has done more
than occupy the empty space in the Swig basement. Over
the years, Santa Clara University's radio has become
an organization that provides students with tickets to
conceits, movies, as well as giving them a good show
to listen to. KSCU held a KSCU Halloween Night
at the Bronco this past fall as well as other promotions
throughout the year with live music by Santa Clara's
veiy own DJs. KSCU welcomes the music of deserving
artists unrecognized by mainstream radio. KSCU is a
non-profit station sponsored by businesses in the Santa
Clara area in hopes of providing entertainment to Santa
Clara students and the surrounding area. This year
KSCU has gone through an entirely new reconstruction
ofthe radio station. One ofKSCU's main goals for 2007-
2008 year is to continue rebuilding the organization
into a more well-recognized group on campus. Due to
the staffs great effort and concentration, KSCU will
continue to expand the musical knowledge and interests
of Santa Clara students. The organization also hopes to
create a more closely connected community, through
the value of music, throughout the Santa Clara campus.
Residential Learning Communities
(rlc's) are about connections.
Cyphi is the largest and
newest RLC at Santa Clara. The RLC
debuted in Fall zooyquarteras a combination
of Cypress and Delphi. The Cyphi RLC
is about environmental sustainability and
the aits. Housed in the tallest building on
campus, Cyphi students live in Swig Hall.
This RLC gives its students opportunities
to go on outdoor events in order to enhanceJ
their understanding of global and local
environmental issues. It is also a place
for sutdents who are intrested in the arts
and communication to share intrests and







This learning community is based
around the studies of western
culture and humanities. Students
in the Alpha RLC take courses
in art history, philosphy, and
s ethics together. Outside of the
.{• \£ classroom, one would regulalry
f
see Alpha students talking about
morality, ethics, and philosphy, as
well as workingbeyondtheeampuson
projects to help underfunded schools
and impovershed communities. The
Alpha RLC tries to make sure that
both the needs of the individual and




The daVinci RLC is focued on the
study of both art and enginerring. Inspired
bv the great Leonardo daYini, students
in this RLC connect with one another
through an intrest in science, mathematics,
and engineering. Students in the daVinci
RLC are also very intrested in Irtalian
I Ieritage, and host festivities and events
in the Italian tradition. The daVinv
students are encouraged to stay together
for their four years at Santa Clara. Many
students remain active in th RLC for all
four years. ^*****'
THE RLC ALLOWS YOU
TO MAKE FRIENDS, TAKE
CLASSES WITH FRIENDS
AND FORM STUDY GROUPS.
The Loyola RLC houses a group of students a
are interested in tliemes of faith and justice. Loy
explores issues about the place of faith in t
V modern world, and answers questions sue
as 'what is social justice?' Students wh<
are in the Loyola RLC take classes i
ethics, religion, and art history togethe
P and use their shared knowledge of thet
subjects to explore and analyze the roles
of faith in society. The RLC meets eveiy
Monday evening at a community dinner
t vwhere students take an active role in
planning future events. The RLC is
a four-year learning community. This
long-term RLC allows for deeper and
richer understandings of the world
through the shared knowledge of upper-
classmen.
SoM\ra£o tttLL
I United we Stand
The Unity RLC is a four-year
learning community open to all
undergraduates. The RLC seeks
* to generate a deeper understanding
> and; appreciation ' of diversity
. as a means for social arid civic
engagement. Students in the Unity
RLC take classes together that foster the understanding of
diversity. Unitymembers go oh trips together in order to share
experiences as well. Trips have included a visit40 the Angel
:
Island Immigration Station, lectures on Japanese calligraphy,
as weJl as various scholars who have visited SCU for lectures.
Creating a positive and engaging social environment is also an
ipiportant paR:.ofUnity. Members ofthe RLC-have organized
.
movies out on the lawn, as well as trips to the ice rink
~~" to play broom ball.' .''*•'*
vJaLsk tidL McUu/gkLin Hail
h *.•>
1









rlc's facilitate the transition to




All For One And One For All
The Communitas RLC explores themes such lis
individualism, community and citizenship in order
to create a learning community that thrives through
ability to make a difference by means of group
efforts. Communitas tries to be a place where all the
students know each other. Knowing your neighbors,
floor-mates, and fellow Communitas members is
an essential part of the RLC] experience. When
members of the RLC meet, they often discuss how
different communities have balanced rights among
their citizens for the common good. The RLC tries
to have each of its participants actively examine the
world around them in an attempt to understand and




Addressing The 21 st Century
Modern Perspectives places students into a range of understanding of the world in the 21st century. The
classes including economies, sociology, and polities RLC participates in awidevariety ofactivates such as
in order to generate a better week-long immersion trips across the world. Modern
Perspectives has organized a
number of other social activities
such as pizza and polities night,
I the battle of the sexes, And even
|& ; behind the scenes trips to the San
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So Many Clubs...
Student Organized •'Clubs on Campus
With close to 75 student organized clubs on Union, Barkada (Filipino), Chinese Student Association,
campus, it is hard to find a cause that students haven't thought Igwebuike (Pan-African), Intandcsh (South Asian), Ka
of. From book clubs to multicultural clubs to improv- comedy,
if there is student interest, there is a club to prove it. Clubs are
one of the greatest ways for
students to express themselvc
around campus by getting
together with a group of
students who share interests
Tf tkere is a stu.de.ri-t interest
tkere is <z ciixb to p>roi/-e it.
Mana'o O'Hawaii, MEChA=El Frente (latino), and the
Vietnamese Student Association. Like all clubs, this club
has open membership to the entire
Santa Clara Community. Simply
by going through an application
process, students are invited to
create clubs to celebrate their
passions, and through these clubs have sparked some greatand making a space for themselves on campus. The MCC hosts a
total of 9 different multicultural clubs , which are geared towards ideas and community movements of which they should be
promoting knowledge of and celebrating different cultures, proud. This section aims to highlight a few of the great






Club provides opportunities for
students who are interested in psychology to meet
people with similar interests and to gain knowledge
and experience in both the science and practice of
psychology. Bydoingso, leaders are created for the future
who have a psychological understanding of society and
give students valuable career development experience.
; __^
The improvisational comedy troupe has
two goals: to bring humor to people's lives,
especially their own, by practicing and
performing improvisational comedy, and
to provide an alternate form of late-night
entertainment to the SCU community.
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Me£ Asian Pacific- Islander Student Association, ftarfcada. /beta Beta, /beta, fboolc CLixb, /bottom Line and Fbe.uon.cl
The main objective of Retail
Studies Association is
to provide students with
the qualifications to enter
the industry in fields such
e-commerce,
Asian Pacific-
Islander Student Union aims
to promote fellowship and unity
between Asian and Pacific Islander
students and people interested in
the Asian Pacific-Islander cultures.
...So Little Time
^b^jjO-j r£-u&0TffY)c/-5>^j -ah^jp-j 'zyi?„oow?<2 7>b?jp'j roi<g <?Y>~)~> r"H^9 ^syog pup -utrzj) V77^ W?w^ ruoinpi-Dogg:y nu^pyinc





INTANDESH - Member Chandni Adiani explains: "I
initially chose to be a part of Intandesh my freshman
year because I wanted to get involved and participate in
activities pertaining to the South Asian culture. A years
experience with the club evoked more passion within
me, and motivated me to step up to an officer role my
sophomore year, and then to President this school year.
This club is rcalh important to me because I love using
my passion to educate others about the many different
traditions, celebrations, food, music, and dance that come
from South Asian cultures."
Accounting Association - This club's goal is to
unify students about the diverse field of accouting, and
to initiate intcllccutal and social programs for accounting
students. The association hosts many events on and off
campus to meet firms in Silicon Valley, providing extensive
leadership and career opportunities.
GERMAN Club - This association of Santa Clara
University promotes German culture, language, and
activities. The goal is to further the interest of all things
German on the Santa Clara University Campus.
Igwebuike (Pan-African) - Igwebuike strives to
set good examples for one another, as well as for the
African-American community, and to create awarencs
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\ca rfanao Hauiaii, Latino ZuScneSS stu.cie.nt Association, Le CLu-b F\ ^anCopkone. , Hana^.m^nt Association, Ski and
Healthy Heart Club - This is a new club on campus. IIHC has
3 main goals: (i) Educate students on the proper ways to take care of
.the heart and the factors that lead to heart disease: (2) raise money for
the American Heart Association; and (3) create more fun events while
accomplishing the first two goals. Pictured above: participants at the
club's kickball tournament Kick Start Your I leart.
GREEN Club - Members of this club arc passionate about finding
ways to live in a manner that is conscious of all the living things our daily
decisions affect.
Salsa Clara - Members of Salsa Clara perform for the SCU and
surrounding communities with various types of Latin dance forms,
showcasing the culture and talent ofSCU students.
Vietnamese Student Association - This group strives to
promote unity among students, and promote the appreciation for cultural
di\crsit\ at SCU, while up holding am\ honoring the Vietnamese cultures
and traditions.
Chinese Student Association - This club aims to educate issues
regarding diversity, and encourage further understanding ofChinese and
Asian culture through social events, community service, and activities,
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Sports always help define a
university; Santa Clara University has been
known to have our shining moments. With
basketball, soccer, baseball, and so many
more, we have many chances to shout out
how much we love our school. Our Ruff
Riders are always there to support our teams,
ready with cheers and singing our fight song,
along side the Pep Band, Cheer, and Dance
Team. There are even those fans who have





and white stripes to show how spirited
Bronco's really are. Many new club sports
have formed over the years; there are
currenly 18 club sports and 19 teams
affiliated with the NCAA. From hockey
to equestrian to Ultimate Frisbee, there
uJitk our baslCe.tbdL; Socce^ ba3eJbdLJ and
arc plenty of
So mant^ more, teams, uje neif-er run out of opportunities to
strut your stuff
on the field... or
court... or rink.
Intramurals are always a blast and a good
way to get some friendly lighthearted
competition in too. The variety of sports
played at Santa Clara University has
certainly expanded, even in the pastfewyears.
No matter your interest, you are sure to find a
sports organization to participate in.
OpporZ-UnctieS LO S>kout out KoU) piTOud








Think you've got talent? well this
team certainty does have talent. With better
moves than \<>u could find on "So You Think
You Can Dance", the Dance Team lights up the
floor at Basketball games, off campus events,
and even the Bronco Bash. These 20 dancers
work themselves tired each week with practices
three times aweek, and it definitelypaysoffwhen
game time comes. Senior Genevieve I lorvilleur
reflects that "being a member of the dance team
since freshman year has been one of my most
exciting and rewarding experiences... I have not
Only made lifelong friendships with everyone the on the team, but throughout four
years dance team has helped me perfect my dance technique and beyond that taught
me about dedication, commitment, leadership, and spirit."
Genevieve Horvilleur, Amber Valdivia, Jamie Nally, Jessica Debolt, Amanda Bloomberg,
Nicole Van Groningen, Erica Eng, Julie Angelo, Marie Steinmetz, Jessica De Leon,
Kim Kamataki, Aly Okamura, Sara Fukumura, Alyssa Bothman, Tyeler O'connell,
Andrea Eaz, Shannon Chloupek, Adrienne Kratz, Frarieesea Clavo, Patrizia Zito.
Cheerleadin
The gym buzzing with excitment. Ruff Riders decked out from h




Bronco Red all hoping for one thing:
adding another notch to the Bronco's
victory belt. And who better to lead
this bunch of rambunctious fans but
the Santa Clara Cheerleaders. A squad
of 16 undergraduate men and women,
the Cheerleaders do their best to raise
Bronco spirit on campus. Attending
Soccer. Volleyball, Cross Country,
Water-Polo, Basketball, Tennis,
Baseball, and Softball events, the
squad makes sure that each and ever)
part of Bronco Athletics' has got spirit.
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The existance of the pep band program
rides on the shoulders of Seniors Andrew Willingham and
Taylor Thorn. This official band for Santa Clara University
Athletics did not exist four years ago. After a tailing
out of the previous Pep Band and a busy Athletic
department with the wants, but not the means, of
organizing such a band, these two ambitious students
took it upon themselves to resurrect what most people
now consider one of the best parts of Bronco Athleties.
Pep band is individual amongst the spirit organizations as its
members include not only undergraduate students but also
a number of graduate students and Santa Clara University
alumni. As a completely student run group, the aptlv titled
Bronco Band commits themselves to increasing the Bronco
fans' spirit during the athletic events at which it participates
bv creating an entertaining and enjoyable environment. The
Bronco Band works in conjunction with the ( Iheerleaders and
the 1 )anceTeam in order to provide this fun environment to both
iOe!re. ML pTomd to be. a. part of
tke. Santa CLara Tradition.
-Andretu UJilLinaham 'of fl
pump up the team and get the Ruff Rider en >wd behind them.
With even thing to be proud of given the success of this
organization, Willingham comments: "We're all proud to be
a part of the Santa Clara tradition. Pep Band is a great way
tor all of us to show our school spun and have a great time.
The people make it special -- We're a big. loud, musical tamilv
!
Anthony Abomard, Kaitly Bailey-Findley, Chris Barry, Jordan Becerrill, Morgan Bruner, Alison Bussett, Benjamin Childs, James Conelly,
Katie Kershaw, Mary Northey, Kelly O'Donnell, Mike Patton, Monica Quinonez, Brian Reff, Ryan Tellez, Aaron Tennis, Taylor Thorn, Nick
Welter, Vincent Whelan, Zygmunt Wiedemann, Andrew Willingham.
Brdncoj-iolics
HE RUFF RIDERS HAVE CONTINUED TO BE NAMED THE LARGEST STUDENT
organization on campus for years miming. With 3,800 members in 2007-2008, the spirit club
continues to grow in its ninth year. Not only are the Ruff Riders meant to increase school spirit,
but the organization's main intention is to provide numerous opportunities for bringing saidents
and the SCU community together. Ruff Riders hope to continue to form closer bonds between students
who have similar kinds ofschool spirit. Besides, who would would not be proud to say they are a Santa Clara Bronco?
The Ruff Riders welcome any Santa ( Jara University saidents to take part in free admission to all SCU regular season
home athletic events as well as many other exclusive offers.
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Run it Run it
Men & Women's*Cross country
UST BEGINS TO SETTLE AS THE FINAL RUNNER TURN!
the corner, out of sight. In the sport of cross country, being' in th
front during the race is far less important than finding your way
to the top by the end of it. As Chris Sampson 'n puts it, "It's been
hard.,just staying back and trying to work my way up. But the cool
tiling is that | those
i
guys who used to beat me in high school. I'm beating them now."
Sampson, coming in from Mater Dei I Iigh School, broke the standing Santa Clara
Men's Team's Record for Freshmen at the Sundodger Invitational with a time of
just 25:08 and has earned himself one of the top two spots on the teams roster. The
Men's team, loaded with talented freshmen and sophomores, is dealing with saving
beati
goodbye to the seniors, but looking forward to the next
few promising years. The women's team had a great season,
finishing within the top five in five of their seven races. As the
two seniors bid adieu to their four years of teamwork, sweat, tears,
and adrenaline. Senior Blossom Marimpietri looks back on what she
condsiders a life changing experience: "I have been fortunate to be blessed with
such amazing teammates. The upperclassmen from my freshman year taught me
as much as the freshmen did this year mk\ I'm not exaggerating in the least to say
that all of my teammates have made me a better person. The\ have been my best
friends and also amazing role models, support systems, and confidants. And add
to that a coach who has stood by me through brattiness and friendship. I have
defmiteh changed for the better in college and I attribute that to having been
surrounded b\ such dynamic, inspiring people".
fke Coot tkinti is tkat tkoSe CjuuS iuko
USed to beat me in kCak school.. T'm
tkem
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ALL of mu teammates kav-e made me a better
person... T kav-e definiteiu ckan&ed for tke better i
Coitec\e and T attribute tkat to kav-incj been surrounded bit suck
dtynamiCj inSf>inn£\ people, "-fbtossom Marimpietri 'of
Michael Hannon, Alex Harkins, John Howard, Stephen Koch, John Laughlin, Christopher Mosier, Robert Reid,
Chris Sampson, Daniel Smith, Garrett Smith, Matthew Spear.
Women's: Shanthi Blanchard, Melissa Conlin, Aly Erickson-Wayman, Gillian Fitch, Riki Giacchetti, Noelle Lopez,
Blossom Marimpietri, Danielle Miller, Annie Murphy-Hagan, Whitney Porter, Adriane .Puetz, Erica Van Voast,




























Junior Daniel Smith and Freshman Robert Reid
match each other stride for stride as the race winds to a
close.
I The Women's team prepares to start their race. While
they all start together, each teammate runs at her own
pace during the race. This method gained the team much
success including a 1st place victory at the hist meet.
1 The Men's team gets their head in the game with a team huddle. With scores
varying by < m\\ sea >nds, teamwc irk bec< >mes < >ne < if a runner's best assets.
2 Sophomore Annie Murphy-1 lagan keeps her focus through out the race. Since
her Freshman year, Murphy-1 lagan has been one of the Women's team's top runners
f< >r the past two seasons.
J Seni< >r . V.I. Blumcl pushes thr< (Ugh the pain < ifthe race t< 1 help his team place in the
I '< ip 15. The places of the first five runners arc totaled to represent the team's sc< ire so it
is especially important for runnncrs t< > run their best for their team.
I he Men's team mentally prepares f< ir their race, giving eachother that last minute
pep-talk, hyping eachother up, and making sure each teammate is reach to do their
best.
<Uu /"5/ ^<%v-e A
Men's Soccer
Goal after Goal, They're On A Roll
Mens soccer completed the
regular season this year with a record
of 5-1-2 followed by a 14 game winning
streak after their first loss against Brown
University. This years team has seen its
fair share of tense moments, one ofwhich
came in a game tying goal with just forty
seconds left in the game. During a home
game at Buck Shaw Stadium the Broncos
found themselves trailing by only a point.
Senior Finance Major Peter Lowry made
a goal tying kick with only 40 seconds left
for Santa Clara. Head coach Cameron
Rast commented on the goal tying kick by
saving, "We were under pressure to get a
goal and Peter ( Lowry) really kept his cool
on the free kick and sent a good ball into the
box that found its way into the corner."
The soccer team this year also won its 10th
West Coast Conference title with a 4-1 win
agianst Saint Mary's. The win took place
at home, Capitan Jamil Roberts remarked,
that "We are happy to win in front of our
t^iost e,v-€Jruon£, on ou.r$
te,am A#5 at Le.a.st a
and rctuats...
tans. We didn't want to have to go up to
Gonzaga and Portland needing a win. The
team played hard tonight
and we got a great win."
The teams a >mpetitiveness
carried over this year in
their game play.
Although it's fairly obvious that the teams
performance was directly related to the
amount of time the team spent practicing,
some players attribute it more to the rituals
that the members engage in before games.
Seniors Matt Hatzke and Matt Marquess
remarked that "whether it is as simple as a
pre-game meal or as complex as the way you
dress yourself before the game, most everyone
on our team has at least a few superstitions
and rituals." Whatever the reasons for the




,,8/31/07 vs. AlabamaA&M '-...
9/2/67 Vs Vermont
9/7/07 '''•_. at Brown
9/9/07' ." ' vs. Boston University
9/14/07 vs. Stanford
9A6/07 ' at California
5>/2o/o7 at San lose State :
9/22/07 ' vs. UCLA
10/5/07 at Loyola Marymount
10/7/07 at Sari Diego
10/12/07 vs. San Francisco '.
10/14/07 at Saint Marys.,
10/19/07 vs. Portland /.




-11/4/07 - vs. Loyola Maryriibunt
rt/9/07 at San Francisco
11/11/07 vs: Saint Mary's
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Defender Matt Marquess '08 looks intently as an
approaching player makes his way towards the goal.
Stephen McCarthy looks back at this teammate as he
makes his way towards the goal.
I
Stephen McCarthy watches as a Gonzaga defender
tries to work the ball back to the other side.
Forward player Jide Ogunbiyi '07 from Gwynedd,
Pennsylvania aims to follow the ball through to
401
^ Tociprih Buttitta,




Jeremy Del Ke ^^
Brian Curry
u R Klasda, aConneU,







Lexi Orland is a sophomore
forward from Orange, California,
and has provided the 2007











8/31 San Jose State W,3-2
9/07 Notre Dame W.t-j,
9/°9 Vkgjbnia T, 0-0
9^4 I Rutgers W, 2-1







9/28 Cal Poly i^lfe^i;
9/30 Cal Berkley L,2,*o
10/5 Stanford Tv<>6
1Q/7: UCLA L, 4^1
10/12 - CalStFullerton W,:3^
1,0/14 San Diego L,i-o
10/17 IJGSB T.oro
10/19 Pepperdine w>r






n/4 San Francisco W*i-o
11/io SaintMary's W.3^





Chioma Igwe is a senior from Belmont,
California who grew Lip playing
soccer, and as a mid-fielder, has helped
the Broncos maintain a solid defense,
and impressive record.
In her earh Bronco career,
freshman MaxineGoynesfrom Modesto,
California, maintains her position as an
award winning team defender.
Women's Soccer
A SOLID TEAM ON & OFF THE FIELD
Bronco Women boast another
successful season characterized by a 2-6-3 overall
record and a 4-3-0 mark in die WCC. There is no
doubt that this team is talented, and the players'
mam honors and recognitions only confirm that:
Brittany Klein. Katherine Reynolds and Kiki
Bosio were honored as All-West Region student-
athletes along with Maxine Goynes and Kendra
Pern who were also named to the All-Freshman
team; Bosio was named to the AU-WCC First
Team and the NSCAA's All-West Second Team
with teammates Tina Estrada, Chioma Igwe, and
^^ Katherine Reynolds; Meagan Snell received an
All-WCC honorable mention. Clearly, Broncos
have a winning team that led lis to many victories,
but for the teammembers, the experience was
about much more than winning. "Playing under
the lights at home was probab\ the thing I will
miss most. It's just something about walking on
that field with your fans behind you and being
so proud to be wearing that jersey" notes senior
(
'hioma Igwe looking back on her soccer career.
"No matter where we were or how many times we
traveled, we always had so much fun. We made
the most of our experience." With this talent and
attitude, there is no doubt that this team is one
that will not onl\ stick together, but eontinutc
lominating on the held.
At kaCftim.eJ I ujas 30 pumped.
Hu veins ujeTe p>ump>Ln£\ iu.CC or
because T CouCdnt







San Diego. Fourth set. Number
one. Santa Clara, is down 20-2S to San
Diego. Little by little, the score is tied
}2-}i. Junior Brittnay Lowe, gets a solo stuff
block against San Diego. Michelle I aixton,
a Junior Communications major on the
team said, "It was unbelievable. It set us up
for match point and got us the win. I'm sure
I will remember that block for ages." Santa
Clara's 2007 Womens Volleyball learn
shattered school and conference records
this season. The team finished 8-8 during
the regular season with Santa ( Tira Senior,
Caroline Walters, breaking the Santa Clara
and West Coast Conference's all-time digs
record. Caroline had a career total of 1,869
digs! Friend and teammate Anna Cmaylo
commented, "Caroline breaking that record
was just another testament as to why we
are so lucky to have her on our team."
The amount of time that the team spent
training, traveling, and playing brought
positive competitive results as well as
long-lasting friendships. When asked about
the team's relationships with one another
Anna Cmaylo said. "When you share 20
hours a week as well as sweat, tears, and
adrenaline with a group of 12 other girls,
you form relationships that are unlike an) of a competitive edge with one another but
other." Michelle Luxton commented on the to be competitive with ourselves, which he
team dynamic by saying, "One thing that says is critical in team sports." Three of the
our coach always tries to work with us on teams' seniors will be graduating next year,
is to stop being so nice to each other while but the friendship that the team develope











































VS. GEORGIA SOUTHERN GAINESVILLE. FLA.
AT FLORIDA Gainesville. Fla
vs. wrrcHn-A State Honolulu, Hawai'i
vs. eastern Washington Honolulu, Hawaii
at Hawai'i Honolulu, hawai'i
vs. uc Davis Santa Clara, calif.
vs. CAL Santa Clara, Cauf.
V6. UC SANTA BARBARA SANTA CLARA, CALIF
VS. NORTE DAME SANTA CLARA, CALIF
.


































































Krista Kelly, class of 201 1, gets ready for a servei
Krista Kelly, Brittany Lowe '09, Crystal Matich '08, Lauryn Dowd '10
and Lindsy Evans '10 get ready to spike it across the net.
Taylor O'Brien '09, Brittnay Lower '09, Crystal Matich '08 celebrate a
successful point.





Down the court, up the court-the game
of basketball is intense. The games have been close,
leaving tans biting their nails at the very last second.
With ten wins under their belt so tar. the mens basketball
team has high hopes for the WCC championship. One
of their greatest accomplishments this season has been
scoring 101 points against the Pepperdine Waves. The
mens basketball team had not scored over ioo points
since 1993.
This year, the team welcomed 10 newcomers,
eight of whom are freshmen. The team is young, but
with so many wins, tans can't tell the difference. Their
expertise on the court is amazing. The support and the
spirit ofschool have also helped the team to win most of
thei r Ik >me games. At this p( >int i n ti me, they have almost
surpassed the number of wins on the road compared to
last year. This team keeps breaking old tradition and
replacing it with newly achieved feats.
Brody Angley '08 speeds down the court, past his opponents.
Broncos on the court. Good friends
off the court.
John Bryant '09 jumps high into the air to
make a siam dunk.
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Mitch Henke '08 leaps off the ground to


































































No. Name No. Name
I " ^—^ 00 Josh Higgins 14
Michael Santos
s \ A-*j * 1 I Darren Baker 21 Mitch Henke
3 Calvin Johnson 22 Dominic Johnson
W ' —-» "• #»- /r i 1 1 4 Zac Tiedeman 23 NateMensah
r *£ V1 * J 5 BrodyAngley 24 Cedric Latimer
w^m 1 '^ mmmk\s j i^ 10 Ben Dowdell 34 Andrew Zimmermann
m v«w af,*4 11 Jonathan Gunderson 54 John Bryantik^f PIT 4/ f J 12 Scott Thompson William Kaumbulu
is
Okechukwu Mbanugo John Fisher
Brody Angley '08 prepares to pass the ball to one of his teammates
neuly ickleved feats.
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20 Maggie Goldenberger Forward 6-Q
3° Elizabeth Doran Guard 6-0
3i Nieole Gall Guard 5-10
32 Becky GolJ Forward 6-1
34 Sara Majors Guard 5-9
43 Jen Gottschalk Forward 6-0
44 Kelli Parker Guard 5"11






10/31/07 Cal State Monterey W, 83-61
n/04/07 Bay W, 75-69
11/09/07 vs. San Francisco L, 62-51
11/13/07 State Nevada. W, 62-52
n/17/07 Washington State. w, 73-51
n/20/07 Boise State W, 69-61
n/21/07 Bradley L, 52-50
n/25/07 Alaska-Anchorage W, 70-55
n/29/07 Long Beach State L, 95-82
12/01/07 UC Santa Barbara W, 67-60
12/08/07 Sacramento State W, 71-64
12/12/07 Pacific W, 79-72
12/21/07 Cal Poly W, 78-58
12/29/07 San Jose State W, 76-66
12/31/07 Northern Arizona W, 88-38
01/04/08 CS Fullerton W, 78-75
01/12/08 Cal State Bakersfield L, 74-71
01/17/08 Saint Mail's W, 81-57
01/19/08 Loyola Marymount W, 71-66
01/24/08 Pepperdine W, 66-64
01/26/08 San Diego W, 57-50
Sara Majors 'oy dribbles past S.F. State, foiling
their attempt to block her.
Women's Basketball
Striving for the Goal
Hard work is paying off for the women's
basketball team with tour wins in a row in mid-January.
Their goal is to make it to the WCC Championship. The
team is prepared to do what it takes to meet their goal. The
dynamic on the team this year is just so different. We have
a mental toughness to us that is so important. This team
has an attitude and love for the game that you can't teach,"
says Jennifer Gottschalk '08. "We've had big shoes to fill with all
the seniors we lost last year, and I think we have been doing a
tremendous job of that," says Chandice ( Ironk '08.
Energy levels are high. The team is eager and read) as the
WCC championship approaches. Each game has been a different
experience. "My favorite game was beating LMU on their home
court. The seniors on the team have never beat EMU in 1 ..A., and
we had been on a four-game losing streak
when we met them. It was sweet revenge!"
says Cronk.
Ever wonder what has kept these seniors
playing for the past four years? "I love
how much fun we have on and off the
court. We spend so much time together,
but even when we don't have to, we still
want to! I also love the attitude our team
has about winning and losing. It makes
this team so fun," says Gottschalk. "I love
low basketball can bring together people
with so many different backgrounds,
cultures, ethnicities, etc.. simph for the
love ofputting a ball through a hoop," says
Cronk. It's all for the love
of the game and the
team.
ennifer Gottschalk '08 leaps into the





»MPETITION AND Dl<COMP ISCIPLINE
t
ROW AT 6AM AT THE LEXINGTON RESERVOIR.
Temperatures range fr< mi the 1( >w 20's to the high 30's during the
winter. Nothing ean stop Mens Crew. The teams competitive
nature keeps them motivated throughout their practices and
workouts. David Merselis '08 says, 'The main thing I love
about the crew team is the competition. Everyday we go head-
to-head against each other with the sole focus of becoming the
best." That constant competition has built and strengthened
friendships among the team members. "After spending all day
trying to beat each other at anything and everything, a great
sense of respect is developed amongst all of us. Our friendships
then reach a p< )i nt where we'd do al m< >st anyth i ng f< >r each other,"
says Merselis. "It's this idea of building lifelong
friendships with one another that initially inspired
me to join crew, and is now the inspiration that
keeps me going during the
most challenging moments of my year and our season." In the
past four years, the crew team changed drastically. Head coach,
Weislaw Kudja, brought a new outlook to the program with
his vast experiences with rowing and coaching. 'The levels of
dedicated rowers as well as the general interest in the program
has risen dramatically since Weislaw's arrival," says Merselis.
The team's biggest accomplishment so far was their turnout in
Boston at the I lead of the Charles regatta. "We went this fall
with the mission to make an impression on the field, and that is
exactly what we did! We finished in the top 20 in a held of 70
teams," says Merselis. "As a result, we have very high hopes for
the upcoming sprint season."
Andrew Schneider 'io leads
the team in a quick break.
"TuS tkis idea of biLildLr^C)
LLfeLon.£\ frL€.n.<dskLp5 ujitk
one anotker tkat inLLL^CCu
inspired me to ^°^rX-
oreuj and l5 nouj like,
inspiration tkat ICeep>3
me 6pin6j during tke most
ckaLLen6\inC\ moments of




Caitlin Belotti Corey McGuire
Brenden Bula David Mercelis
Paolo Braccini Mike Republicano
Ryan Carlton Andrew Schneider
James Conelly Stephen Shanley
Geoffrey Demander James Shoven
Robert Flores Josh Shumsky
Adam Fox Stephen Smoker
Tim Muss David Stanton
Chad Johnson Mike Tructtner
Luis Manrique Kiley Winsnes
Brad Marwee Evan Yates
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The Importance of Commitment
Women's Crew
HOW DO THEY DO IT? WAKING
up tor practice at the crack of dawn for
morning crew practice would be a lot of work.
And the women that comprise of Santa ( aara
University's crew teamwould agree. Although
the effort seems stressful, the women's team is
always looking for the chance to go rowing.
Even after their first day off from a week of
practice and racing, the women's crew team
still desires to be back out on the water. The
weeks are intense, to say the least, but the
Broncos have learned that working through
changes make them strive harder every day.
The women's crew team must have a strong
sense of how teamwork really feels. With
a team that continues to grow7 every year,
Santa Clara University's Women's Crew has
become an increasingly popular activity and
long term commitment. Gabby Alexander,
a sophomore, says that "Cher the past years,
crew has become the most rewarding activity
I have ever participated in. I have
learned how to motivate myself
more than ever before." Rowing
keeps the girls in shape and even
teaches them to never quit. Even
in icy wind and storming rain, as
is the case for many of the girls'
events, they push through and keep
on getting in the water. Working
through and overcoming challenges
such as these is the reason why the
women s crew will continue to grow
even stronger in the years to come.
2008 Schedule
Date Event Location Time / Result
I 03/03/07 Sacramento State Sacramento, Calif. 2nd
- 03/04/07 Davis Invitational Sacramento, Calif. ALL DAY
Z 03/10/07 Sacramento State Sacramento, Calif. ALL DAY
:
j 03/28/07 Stanford Lightweight Los Gatos, Calif. ALL DAY
Q_ 03/31/07 San Diego Classic San Diego, Calif. ALL DAY
If)
H 04/01/07 San Diego Classic San Diego, Calif. 3rd
a.
04/14/07 Lexington Cup Los Gatos, Calif. 2nd
Ifl
04/27/07 WCC Championships Sacramento, Calif. 2nd
<
04/28/07 Western Intercollegiate Sacramento, Calif. ALL DAY |
/ 04/29/07 Western Intercollegiate Sacramento, Calif. ALL DAY
:















me, it is tkLn.JCLn.tj about- mu




Janelle Agius, Gabrielle Alexander , Athena Arnot, Sarah Berg , Dena Berkson, Courntey Blann, Amanda
Brinkerhoff, Lauren Compton, Laila Correa, Liza Dadiomov, Danielle Diaz, Katie Fahrer, Emily Fette, Rachel Fino,
Tracy Flecky, Emily Fong, Katrina Gould, Caitlin Greenwood, Molly Hagen, Christilei Hessler, Mehana Hoopi,
Rebecca Hostek, Brianna Hussey, Corinne Kirmil, Laura Kolstad, Ashley Krotje, Kelly Lee, Heather Lynch, Erin
McKenna, Taylor Michiels, Jennifer Mock, Kiely Nose, Jennifer O'Neill, Katrina Ostertag, Elizabeth Purner, Katherine
Quinn-Shea, Kathryn Ranney, Brienna Rust, Tania Samsonoff, Charlotte Shannon, Stephanie Sloane, Christine Stirrat,
Jeannine Strenk, Regina Dominican, Marni Swedroe, Christine Szelong, Ashley Tomberlin, KellyTorrellas, Kristin Williams
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Women's Tennis
After a long summer of hard work and
practice, a relaxing fall retreat in Santa Cruz, and a successful
pre-scason, the S(T \V( mien's Tennis team knew it was going
to be a good year. The Broncos spent their summers training
with "endless sprints, long runs, and numerous tournaments,
cough, cough'..." says Samantha Georgino and Meghan
Madden. Georgino, ajunior, and Madden, a sophomore, have
made great strides for the team in previous years and have
developed techniques for dealing with such intense training.
During the fall, the girls stuck to strict practices and workout
routines. Midnight Madness session, including training
from 10 pm to 12 am, is always "a little past bedtime, but fun
nonetheless." It seems that the women's tennis team certainly
love t( ) practice h >ng Ik mrs. Even on thei r retreat i n Santa Cruz,
the Broncos did not take a break from the tennis mindset. They
continued morning runs at 7 am along the beach and planned
for their annual goals as a team.
At the beginning < >fthe regular season in January, the team
battled through more intense practices and rough matches.
I lowever, these difficulties pushed the girls
to further reach their potential. The Broncos
defeated UC Santa ( aw/, to start off a positive
season. Head Coach Ben Cabell, recalled
how good it felt after the team's first win: "It
Team: Myra Davoudi, SR;
Stephanie Galainena, JR;
Samantha Georgino, SO; Courtney
Hull, FR; Andrea Kwong, FR;
Lindsay McBride, SR; Ashley
Pane, FR; Carmen Pham, FR
Coaches: Ben Cabell, Head Coach;
Tricia Guidace, Assistant Coach;
Nick Fustar, Assistant Coach
was great to be out on a nice day. It was nice to get our first
win after those tough matches in the first part of the season."
Not only was Santa Claras defeat over UC Santa Cruz an
accomplishment, but the matches played against Santa Cruz
prepared the girls for the rest of the season. Cabell says that
the hard work from training paid off in three set matches.
Because the women's tennis team had put forth such great
effort in training, their endurance enabled them to defeat their
opponents in the longer matches. Also, these longer matches
prepared them for the rest
ofthe season. Overall, I lead
Coach Cabell believes that
when teams play a little
differently from what we're
used to, it only benefits
Santa Clara who continues




























The Woman's Tennis ream
welcomed new and old faces for this
year's season. "Midnight Madness"
is how the ream refers to their
late-night practices, which last from 10

















at San Jose State San Jose
Cal State Bakersfield
Wyoming














San I aiis ( )bispo, ( "alif.
Santa ( llara, ( >alif.
Santa ( llara, ( lalif.
Santa Clara, Calif.
San Francisco, Calif.





















Men's tennis player Charles
Burke has been playing- tennis since his
sophomore year in high school. He has
seen the team develop quite a bit over the
last couple of years. Over this time period
he has formed a close bond with his
teammates. Burke has found that some of
his elosest friends have been on the tennis
team, something his teammate Blanc
Shields believes as well. "I see them on a
daily basis and you start to become family,"
says Shields. Besides becoming a group of
best friends, they are extremely proud of
the sport that they have chosen to pursue.
When asked why he started playing tennis,
Sheilds replied, 'Tennis seemed to be the




e y e - h a n d
coordination,
speed, footwork, ct. cetera." A team that
takes pride in their sport and thinks
< >f thei i" teammates as best friends is
boundtoleadSantaClaratosuccess.
<r
Jay Wong in mid-air as he
reairns a serve across the net.
Moments before the ball is
smashed across the net
A view of the Santa Clara
Tennis Courts.
Getting ready for a serve.
Fans watching the Men's
Tennis Team.
m
T06X. 5e,e. tke. te.am on. a daiiu









10/ 1 3/07 ITA NORTHWEST REGIONAl
1 0/ 14/07 ITA Northwest Regionai
01 / 19/08 vs. UC Santa Cruz and \
01/26/08 AT USC)
01/27/08 at UC Santa Barbara
02/02/08 vs. Loyola Marymount*
02/09/08 vs. BYU
02/17/08 at Fresno State
02/ 1 8/08 vs. Cal Poly
02/24/08 vs. gonzaga*
02/28/08 at San Francisco*
03/02/08 vs. Saint Mary's*
03/09/08 vs. Sacramento State
'15/08 vs. Texas-San Antonio
mo/08 vs. Marquette
vs. Washington


















at Pepperdi..04/ 1 2/08




05/ 1 0/08 NCAA Regional CHAM!
05/ 1 1 /08 NCAA Regional Chami


































































Steven Benvenuto, Charlie Burke, Senthil Chidambaram,
Tommy Hicks, Kenzo Hirakawa-Wong, John Iwanski, Blane





i Callahan, Robert 15 Poggetti, Nicholas
1 Jones, Chris ^ Martin, Matthew
2 Oda,Luke V Hobbs, Stephen
3 Early,
.
fosh J8 Hornberger, Mark 1
4 Farrell, Liam 20 Kelly, Tommy
5 Soares, Mark 22 Adler, Matt
6 Luebke, Joshua 23 Hendriekson/Fommy
7 Klipa, Mitchell H Sorgenfrei, Mike
8 Welch jeflf Fayero, Thomas
9 Bruno^ John Meistrell, Daley
10 Detoy. Mike Parolin, Chris
11 Clendeninn, Anderson Gorin, Billy .-
12 Fitch, Andrew Wall, Jack
13 Diserio, Jake Drake, Alex ; '
14 Moore, Charlie Girn, Herman
2007 Schedule
09/07/07 vs. Queens W,i5-2
09/08/07 vs. George Washington L, 9-8
vs. Navy (Princeton Invit) L, 11-5
09/09/07 at Princeton (Princeton Invit) L,6-4
vs. Gannon (Princeton Invit) W,i5-7
09/15/07 vs. UCLA (NorCal Open) L, 15-4
vs. UC Da\is (NorCal Open) L,8-6
09/16/07 vs. Air Force (NorCal Open) L. 1 1-4 1 r
1
vs. UC Santa Cruz (NorCal Oper1)W, 16-7
09/20/07 vs. Fordham W, 14-9
09/22/07 vs. La Verne (Slugfest) W,i6-5
vs. Redlands (Slugfest) W,i3-5
1 09/23/07 vs. Claremont (Slugfest) W, n-6
vs. Whittier (Slugfest) W,i3-5
09/29/07 at UC Davis U7-6 i
09/30/07 vs. UCLA L, 17-5
vs. Fresno Pacific W7, 21-4
10/05/07
..





- at Pomona-Pitzer (Con. Classic)
10/06/07 vs. Brown (Convergence Classic) W7, 8-7 -
J
10/14/07
vs. Cal Lutheran (Con Classic) W,9-7 '': 1
vs. UC Santa Cruz W. 12-8
10/20/07 Alumni Game
10/26/07 at Loyola Marymount W, 8-7
10/28/07 at California L.n-5
11/03/07 at UC Santa Cruz W, 11-4
11/04/07 vs. UC Davis L, 11-6
n/n/07 at Stanford U13-6
n/16/07 WWPA Championships W, 8-4
11/17/07 WWPA Championships L, 12-8
11/18/07 WWPAChampionships L, 10-9
UR FAVORITE BOYS IN SPEEDOS
made very memorable and impressive
strides this season. Their winning record and
oreat Coack^ ujev-e 6jot
and ujev-e 6\ot tke talent
victories over some of their most bitter rivals created
the perfect season for their veteran players and graduatings
seniors. The combination ofstrong leadership from such
\ ._ plovers as Andrew Fitch, Josh Early, and Rob Callah
combined with the bright new freshmen talent from
players like Nick Poggetti, Stephen 1 lobbs, and
Mitch Klipa created the perfectteam dynamic. As he
each player discovered and developed their personal
and team roles, they produced such performances like
that against LMU, which strengthened and bolstered
their team unity. The LMU game was an overtime thriller,
but a few key steals and unbreakable goal-tendig secured
their victory. The team's success will not go unrewarded,
as their new regulation sized pool is under
constrution, which will bring new competitors
and even more spirited home games.
mmr
toe need to put en tke time and
tke effort to tajCe our CjOme to tke
Lev-ei it needs to be to beat tke top
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No. Name No. Name
i Wren White ii Kendra Betke
i Randahl Capurro 12 Amanda Miller
T Katie Gilmartin 13 Kendal Hildebrand
' 2 Allie Lamb H Elizabeth Perry
3 Rochelle Stowe J5 Claire Linnev
4 Maria Jarrell 16 Christie Miller
5 Emilv Bonk • V Taylor HarkinsFR
6 Kathryn Eraser 18 Brianna Anderson
7 Amy Lamb 19 Kaylie Pezzuto
8 Jenny Knutson 20 Kirstin Olson




01/25/08 CS East Ba\ W,ii-5
02/03/08 Stanford L, 16-6
02/09/08 Cal State Northridge L, 7-6
02/09/08 Man land W,8-5
02/10/08 I lartwick L, 9-8
02/10/08 Cal State Bakersfield L, 8-7
02/16/08 Sonoma State W, 8-6
02/17/08 Cal State Monterey Bay W, 7-2
u
02/20/08 LIC Santa ( tuz W,i4-5
1
03/01/08 San Bernardino State W, 5-4-
J
1
03/01/08 Sonoma State W,n-3
03/02/08 Colorado State W, 10-3
! 03/02/08 Whittier W. 14-5
Q. 03/07/08
0V07/08
Loyola Man mount \Y 7-6
UC Davis L,8-5















( laptain Elizabeth Pern '08 scans the water for someone to catch the ball
Amanda Miller '11 driyes the ball away as the opposing team chases after he
U t* £* u u t) w ti
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Women's Waterpolo
M Js ,
mi Driving It Up
After the game, the Women's Water Polo
teams chills out in the pool, laughing and
chatting
.
Women's Water Polo kickes off
the 2008 season with an 11-5 win against CS
East Bay. Seniors Elizabeth Perry and Emily
Bonk lead the team as captains this year. The
team returns with many experienced and
athletic players. "We have a lot returners from




s a y s
C o a c h
Keith
"They played very well in their first game,
but we have a lot more games to play. ( )ur
goal as a team is to win our conference
championship, so we arc going to continue
to work hard and put ourselves in the best
possible position to win WWP/Ys at the
end of the year." In regards to thier hopes
for the season, "we arc doing well so far. We
have had t( nigh losses but seemed t( ) b< >unce
back because we ha\ c had some great wins.
I think we arc all looking forward to see
how the season turns out in the end after
conference," says ( >o-eaptain I iz Pern '08.
In addition to impressive performance, the
team expresses their feelings toward their
loyal fans. So far, "senior da\ was one of
m\ favorite games this year. It was great
to sec all the fans come out and support
us. We also played really well after the first
few minutes and came back from being
down b\ 3 to win 8-6 which is great for us."
These wins are great example of the teams
cohesiveness. Pern says "I love that we all
get along so well. We hang out in and out
of the pool and I think it really helps our
team chemistry. It definitely makes going
to practice more run when it means
you get to hang out with 20 ofyour
friends." After an encouraging start,
the team continued to perform and
finished strong with n wins and only
5 losses.
95
Men's & Women's Track
Going the Distance
Competitive Track & Field can be a mental
battle as well as a physical one. Many of Santa Clara's
outdoor track team members note that they keep their
minds fairly blank s< > they can ft >cus < >n their performance,
while others mention thinking about a song while they
run. Track & Field is seldom considered as a team sport
but as Michael Delatenti points out, "The friendships
I have made on the team will last far longer than the 4
years I have spent here." Xoellc Lopez elaborates on this
phenomenon by pointing out that, "When I came on my
( Jetting ready to hand off the baton.
recruiting visit to Santa Clara, the team was what really brought
me here." She follows by saying, "Even though things have changed
and will continue to change drastically over time, it's nice to be part
( )f a gi'( >up ( >fpc< >ple that c< ime together because they're so dedicated
to our sport and to each other." Despite its highly individual nature,
Santa Clara's Track team has managed to produce athletes who not
onh realize their individual potential but their team's potential as
well. Many of the team members point to their head coach, Tom
Service, for his ability to eater to both the player's and the team's
needs. Noelle Lopez notes that her coach has, "been really flexible
and understanding in creating a personalized running program
for me to run my best while avoiding injury." The majority of
the team this year has already competed in the Fall so the team
is expected to place well in several of the major competitions.
tUomen
Shanthi Blanchard, Becky Costigan, Meagan Diss,
Aly Erickson-Wayman,Gillian Fitch, Joanna Gistand,
Brittany Hodill, Noelle Lopez, Danielle Miller,
Annie Murphy-Hagan, Whitney Porter, Adriane Puetz,
Veronica Vazquez, Katie Wallace, Anna Wheatley
Omar Ahmad, Nick Arcelona , Andy Backus, A.J. Blumel,
Derek Brown, Jay Cadwell JR, Seamus Crowley,
Michael Delaurenti, Tony Dipre, Vu Doan, Chris Furnari,
Chris Gumbs, Michael Hannon, Alex Harkins, John How-
ard, Vinod Kamath, Stephen Koch, John Laughlin,
.
George Sanchez, Daniel Smith, Garrett Smith, Ben Snyder,
Greg Stettler, Ryan Ward, TJ Watterson

2008 Schedule Senior Jerrica Castagno serving her pitch
Date Opponent Result














































SoftbalNew Year. New Coach
CoKSLste.n.CLi, SoLCd Fun.da.me.r1.t4Ls a.n.d
J<~e.e.p>Ln.6) a. PositCv-e AbtCtu.de. mxfce us
4. muck Lmprov-eA team. d|
THE SOFTBALL TEAM EMBARKED
upon their 2008 season with a new head
coach, LisaMize, and ayoungerteam. Four
experienced seniors lead the pack: Ashley
Blier, Jerrica Castagno, Maggie Godfrey,
and Jackie Morales. Castagno and Morales
pitch for the team while Blier and Chavez




underclassmen ofthe team have enthusiasm
and athletic skills.
Although the team had a rough
start, the) have high expectations for the
rest of the season. " I am looking forward
to an exciting season with this years team."
says coach Lisa Mize. "Consistency, solid
fundamentals and keeping a positive
attitude should make us a much improved
team." SeniorAshley Blier notes that "the
season a:ot off to a rockv start, but we arc
improving every day. We have a tough
pre-season schedule playing teams like
( :al, Stanford, UCLA, &ASU,butthis
is going to prepare us for our c( inference
play. I think we arc going to do \cr\
well in conference," says Ashley Blier





According to Jackie Morales '08, "the
best experience this season has been
really getting to know the freshmen,
and specifically bonding with the
young pitchers on the pitching staff. I
really enjoy the friendships I've made
and developed throughout these 4
years and 1 am glad that the girls that
keep coming to the program fit in well."
Strong morale and lasting friendships
for all members of the team will surely
keep this group of talented players




en's Baseball Steps Up to
-/
His Year's Men's
baseball team was well equipped for their very extensive and exhaustive schedule. Though the team consisted ofboth new
freshmen faces and veterans, they remained unified and dedieated. Each player was able to establish their role and
purpose that contributed to the team as a whole. The new ~ .. •/




j^^ HH , / / .,„»« A*r of mLie=>_
facilities at Sehott Stadium have been very beneficial
also, especially the intricate lighting system that allows
the team to simulate night games during practice.
As the seniors finished out their last season,
the\ had many memories and succsscs to propel them
through their final games. One of the most memorable being their multiple defeats over Stanford at their sunken diamond. The




























































vs. San Jose State










vs. UC Davis (L)l I
)
at UC Davis







































Men 8c Women's Golf
Who ever said that girls cannot keep up
with the boys? Men and women's golf has been a joint
adventure for the Santa Clara Broncos. Senior Corey
Utsufogi has said, "while all trips are a blast, ones that the
whole team travels to are by far the best. The entire Bronco
elan caravanned/ "burbed" down to Cal Poly last Saturday
for our final event of 2007." After months of preparation and
practice, Santa ( "lara University's golf teams for the 2007-
200S season started their seasons in earl) Fall. Tanned
and toned, the men and women's players adjusted to a new
year of set goals, through intense individual training and
teamwork. In the end. their work definitely paid off. The
women finished their fall season fourth at the Cal Poly
Invitational. And they expect for the excellent tradition to
continue. This year, women's golf signed two new recruits
for the future years. As for the men's team, the Broncos had
much success this past year including remaining in the top
ten at the CordeValle Collegiate in the tall and also placing
close to the top at their very own SCU invitational. Both
teams have a senses of commitment that are above the rest.
This trait is what will continue to make Santa Clara's men
and women's golfteams a praiseworthy duo for years to come.
Mens: Alex Bon, Jimmy Cacho, Tyler Ichikawa, Jonathon Keane, Tim Lynch,
Kellen Moss, Blair Myers, Shaun Pienkos, Scott Travers, Head Coach: Robert Miller
Women s: Hilaire Fouts, Jenny Nelson, Jamie Nonaka, Katie Sharpe, Katherine Suarez,
Erin Sullivan, Jennifer Sun, Miki Ueoka, Corey Utsurogi, Head Coach: Polly Schulze
Is that Buck)? Close enough, these golf pros keep their clubs covered in
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All of the hard
work throughout
the week and entire
year really pays





Boise State Bronco Invitational 7th (\V)
Kent Youel Invitational 1 4th (W)
Lampkin Cup/Cal Poly Invite 4th (W)
Sacramento State Invitational 2nd (M)
Boise State Bronco Fall Invitational 14th (M)
Kent Youel Invitational 12th (M)
Cal Poly Invitational 3rd (M)
USF/SJSU Bay Area Classic 12th (M)
S.ISl' Spartan Invitational 14th (M)
SCU Colby Invitational 3rd (M)
Sophomore Alex Hon during one of the team's earliest
rounds at Pebble Beach golfcourse.
1'ke teams competitive, spirit
ComeS tk) ^ouSjk .Tkeii Strive to




uJomen's Head Coack X>
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IntramuralQnftrfoEXERCISE, IJ[iUI lO
Mingle m & Have fun
Basketball, badminton, soccer,
tennis—you name it. intramural sports has it.
Students have the opportunity to play against
their classmates. Everyone is welcome. It's the
hestwav for a busy college student to take a
break and relax. Sure, you can play sports in
Malley whenever yon want without signing
up, but participating in an intramural has its
advantages. "( "< >mpeting with someone makes
me try harder," says Ake Kanokkul '08, who is
defending his title as ping-pong champion this
year. Preston Jeung 09 has also participated
in a variety of sports, such as ping-pong,
basketball, badminton, football, and soccer.
Why so many intramural sports? "I can play
competitive sports with a group of friends. I
have always played sports when I was young
and it is fun to play a game of basketball, ping-
pong, or any other sport to release some stress
from all the school work," says Jeung. Its also a
ti me t< ) S( >ci alize and meetnew people. Exercise
is a plus! No coach or practices required. "| We
are] good at getting things done. Don't need
someone there to push us. We come together
to play," says Nick Pudjiadi '08, who has been
playing badminton and tennis since freshman
year. Aside from that, intramural sports bring
new memories to add to your college years.
Jeung recalls his best experience, saying "I
played 1)1 1 intramural basketball with kids from my dorm. Before an
intramural playoff basketball game, we walked to the gym discussing
ourzonedefense. I Xiring
the game, our fans were
chanting for us to win
the game. We were
tied with two minutes
to play and one of our
teammates, John Fisher,
made an incredible fade
away shot to give our
team the lead."( Compete,
mingle, exercise, make
memories, have fun — it
.1 itdraJi^f-i- arH








The Shotokan Karate club has been a part of the
Santa Clara University el Lib sports scene for over
40 years. Shotokan is a type of martial arts that is
based on Japanese style karate. The club is lead
by two primary instructors, Sensei Joe Garcia
and Sensei Dennis Clima. The club is meant to
help its participants develop skills for self-defense,
tournaments, and self-defense. Member Eric
Edem says, "Our overarching goal ofcourse is self
improvement, discipline, and to have fun. We arc
attempting to
master our art."
Hut us Eric also
mentioned, the
el nb does more
than just give
you a mastery
of the art. "My
grades have
improved since
I started as well as my ability to commit and
make decisions." It has become apparent
that everyone from the club is taking away
something far greater than just the skills of
Shotokan Karate. The club seeks to help






The Men's Lacrosse Club has
been aroundforover 25 years. The
team has managed to seamlessly
integrate itself as part of Santa
Clara. In talking to anyone on
the team, it is apparent that the
real goal ( >fthe club is t( > have fun
playing the game that they love,
while at the same time making
lasting friendships. According
to one of the three team captains, Phillip Donnici, this years
goal "is to go to the national tournament in Dallas and win the
MCLL (Mens Collegiate Lacrosse League) championship."
The club is very much dedicated to succeeding in t< mrnaments.





team has established themselves as a force to
be reconked with again mm\ again. The club
c< >mpetes with nine < >ther c< >llcges in the Bay Area.
The Mens Volleyball Club encourages people-
to try out no matter their skill level. Balancing
academics with Volleyball is also important to
the club. Tiic club wants students to realize that
volleyball is part of becoming a whole person.
The team members practice as much as possible.
Their practice pays < >ffas they are one ofonly seven
teams that make the Gold Division of Division-]




There are a total of eighteen club
Sports on campus this year. The club sports
program consists of competitive sports teams
that pla\ against other universities. Also, the
program has clubs that have been
- "
'
around for years along with clubs
that have been newly created. For
instance. Mens Hockey was created in
2006 while Mens Rugby has been around
since the early 1900's. Additionally, club sports
strive to be highly competitive. Women's
rugby and can't wait to get back on the field to
tackle some girls and score some trys!"
President Salman Shariat '08 and Vice President
Patrick I Iaggertv 09 have enjoyed Men's Rugby,
also known as S( A "IS. Santa ( llara
';,.V' University's Touring Side. "The
SCUTS have worked very hard in
trying to resurrect a program that had
much success i n the past. With the support
ofour great alumni and the attention to detail
X of our coaching staff, the SCUTS have had a
Lacrosse has qualified for the National great season," says Shariat. Haggerty says,
Championships in the last three years and
Continues to strive for that this year.
Katrina Gould '10 has really enjoyed
Women's Rugby. "This season has been really
great. We finalK have enough girls to
have a full team every game, and
^ everyone just loves to be out there
playing," says Gould. "We've worked
really hard at practice and have improved
a lot. Each game we're getting better. It's a
great feeling to know you've played a solid game,
hitting hard and running hard. I love playing
The SCUTS have had a phenomenal
season this year. We contribute our
ranking of 4th in the nation to our team's
hard work, our alumni support, and Invisalign's
(Team Sponsor) contribution to the development
ofour team."
Whether the season is going up or down,
club sports also have a strong community to tall
back ( >n. Each team builds long-lasting friendships
due to the amount of time the team players spend
together in practicing and competing. All arc
welcomed to having new people join.
&
Far Left: Women's Rugby: Katrina
( Jould 'io speeds away from UCSC
with die hall in hand.
Left: Men's Rugby: '1 earn members
fight to swoop in and catch the ball.
Center: The Men's Rugby team
serums with the opposing team.
'Tt'5 a 6\re,at fe.elLr\6\ to /Ckouj
toixv-e. pLa.Lt&d a soLtd Cjame.^
hittcnq kard and runner^ kard.
-Katrtna (^otxtd '/o 99
Bottom Far Left: Men's lee I loekey:
Thomas Sullivan 'io goes in for
the puck while ( lharlie Clark 'io,
Christopher McNamara'n, and Justin
Perna '09 back him up.
Women's Rugby: Jesslvn Farros'll
d( )dg
ball."
od es UCSC while advancing the
\Y< (men's I ,acr< >sse: I indsay ( Campbell












With 5,000 undergraduates and just
over 3,000 graduate students, there is quite an
array of faces around campus; we show aspects of our
personalities everyday. Our homes are far and wide:
west coast, east coast, middle of nowhere, and
overseas, but here we are together. Although we may
see many students sporting sweatshirts that represent
their hometowns, we sec even more sweatshirts from
Santa Clara University, representing our home away
from home. We all come together at SCU. We have
friends halfway around the globe and friends who live 10
minutes away from our hometown, and we are brought
together through our varying interests. We all bring our
unique personalities to our classrooms, to our dorms,
and to our organizations of which we are involved on
campus. We carrying these personalities everywhere we
go. Our personalities, different though they may be, fit
together as well as the pieces of a puzzle to unite us on
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Karl a De La Torre





































































































































































































Kyle 1 1 air/.
Philip 1 lasbrouck
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Congratulations the lovely women of
Kappa Alpha Theta
and the Class of 2008
So lokereifer uoe, cp and Lukateiz-er cue do te£ u5 Ctv-e ujitk
tkis re,me.mbe,ra.nce, en our kearts....
I tat Loe. are, t>L5te)r5
Congratulations Ladies' You kav-e been suck areat Leading
me.mbe.rs for our chapter. I'kere's no ujai\ uje can forqet the
at things
\apL Y\ ine z> au
qiris toe Lov-e best uJe can't uja.it to see ujkot Cfre
keta For a Lifetimeuou ujLLI do from here' 7
'fketo Lov-e^
















All I have to say is that you are the best godsister anyone could have! Our memories are just timeless and
unforgettable to us, even from the moment you cried throughout my entire baptism 21 years ago to now.
You have always been THE older sister I never had and the one I've always looked up to. Now, I can go
on forever talking about you and our crazy antics, but I won't because that'd take up the entire yearbook.
So I'll just end by saying that I'm SO incredibly proud of you for getting through this crazy college ride! I
knew you could get through all the ups and the downs because you're just this little engine that totally could
(or would at least force themself no matter what haha!). Anyways, congratulations again and even though
you're technically all grown up, I know that you're still the funny, crazy, giddy little school girl deep down
inside! Love always, your cheesy godsister, Tobbie
We watched you do your first PC scribble with Paintbrush, then your first camping checklist on Excel
when you were 10. We watched you stress out and pull all-nighters; we watched you get over hurdles and
do all sorts of silly things--to this day :) We watched the thoughtful things you do and how you put others'
needs before yours. We watched you make us the proud parents with the way you are, your hard work, and
accomplishments. We watched you reach for that star.. .and now we want to see you take off with it.. .shine...
and make your dreams come true!!! Congratulations to you, our well-deserving daughter!
Love, Mom and Poppa
in
Us^eontTUto? WaMakre.
/oof Mental fe \*to Ita^Wies ;
m writes \j lAtVi udo, em\ AW sWs






This is a great achievement in your life and we are so proud of you. Not many people in this world can
:hieve what you did, so take pride and pleasure in it. You're a smart, talented, beautiful, passionate individ-
ho will go far in life. We wish you the best of luck as you embark on this journey called "adulthood."
It's a rollercoaster full of highs and low, twists and turns, but always remember to smile and enjoy the ride.
\ \ \ The business world will address you as "Christine," but we hope you'll still let us call you Nini. :)
. . Cheers to you!







Despite my ability to articulate my thoughts into
coherent sentences most of the time, I can't begin to en-
compass the past four years of our friendship into a few
well chosen lines. What I do know is that it has been a
blessing to see you grow into your best self. Our journey
together, full of laughter, tears, success, hardship, lessons
learned and wisdom gained, is just beginning and it
fills me with comfort and hope that I will be taking the
journey with you. You've worked so hard and achieved




Thanks for being my other half, you've been such a great
friend! I hope you think of me every time you get a pair
of cute shoes!
Love, Your Fairy Godmother—Hilary
DHORE!!! I feel so lucky to know you as well as I do.
You are such a wonderful person and a great friend.
Despite the fact that everyone thought we were crazy
everytime we saw each other in Kenna, I loved











Congratulations Yvette! Four years ago began a journey that has taken you many places. Watching you grow from our little girl
into a beautiful, caring, charming, accomplished young lady has made us extremely proud. Your positive attitude, smile, laughter,
leadership, creativity and generousity are inspiring to those around you. Believe in yourself, adventure with enthusiasm, meet each
challenge and make your dreams come true. May life embrace you with all the love, happiness, success and great opportunities you
so richly deserve.
You have always told us what has made your college experience was your friends which are really more like your family. You were
blessed enough to have three families; your sorority sisters, your London soulmates and most importantly, your roommates.




Our shining star! From the start, you've truly shown such great determina-
tion in your sparkling brown eyes! And now you sit so way up high...Like
a diamond lighting up our sky! From SPSV to SCU, You've truly come so
very far! We just couldn't be prouder of our twinkling little star! Keep on
shining baby! We adore you,
Daddy, Mom David, DeeDee, and Dino
Nick,
From Happy Day Preschool to Santa Clara University, from studying
abroad at the University of Ghana to Camel Trekking in Burkina Faso,
Paragliding and Shark Cage Diving in South Africa, Barkada Board,
Dodge Ball Tournament, Dunne, Swig, Bellomy Ghetto, Boo Radley,
performing in SCU Barkada's Philippine) Cultural Night wearing only a
bahag (loincloth)...AMAZING, that's what you are. We are confident that
SCU has given you an excellent start to the rest of your life. We love you
and are so very proud of you. God bless and guide you always.
Congratulations!
With love, Mom & Dad
"Fact. Bears eat beets. Bears. Beets. Battlestar Galactica."




Your family is so proud ofyou and all that you have ac-
complished. May God continue to shower you with his
most choice blessings. WE LOVE YOU!
Mom and Dad, Zac and Audrianna, Nana,
J.P., Uncle Scott, Tyler and Stacy.
CouAifte^ 9omXjcK J/U^KM/
We are so very proud ofyou and want to
congratulate you on several accomplishments!
You have worked very hard and your academic
achievements are amazing. But equally amazing
are your contributions to the University,
especially to the faith community of
Santa Clara! It has been a pleasure to watch
you grow into the passionate, caring, young




You light up our world with your sunny smile and joy of life;
Congratulations upon graduating from Santa Clara--from
starting in the dorms, working at the de Saisset Museum to
your semester abroad in Greece, you will have great memories of
exotic places and wonderful friends to treasure.
Now you are off on the next wonderful adventure in your
exciting life...We are so proud of you!
All Our Love,





We are so proud of you.
We Love You!
Mom, Dad and Megan
VfoVul J\)0uC\d&
Dear David,
We are so proud of all that you have
accomplished these last four years at SCU and
of the extraordinary man you have become.
Always remember that your family's love and
support will accompany you every step of the




Your determination and hard work during the past four years laid
the groundwork for all that you have achieved as a student and
an athlete. More importantly, you are an incredible daughter and
friend. We are so very proud of you. Be happy, follow your dreams
and enjoy life to it's fullest!
CONGRATULATIONS!




graduation! You are truly
our inspiration. Your hard
work and determination
to overcome your obstacles
has finally paid off. Now
go and shine your bright
light for everyone to see.
"Give the world the best
you have and the best







Congratulations Jeffl You have worked hard for this moment and we arc extremely
proud of you! At times we know it was difficult managing all your commitments
with Bronco baseball and academics, but you were relentless in your pursuit of both.
Take time to remember those accomplishments and seize the opportunities th.it
are before you now. Your life is full of promise--trust what you know to be true and
step confidently into your future. Be true to yourself, persistent in your pursuits and
remain compassionate with those around you. The blessing of being your parents
has been far beyound our dreams. You are a unique and wonderful young man.
Remember love is the essence of life--the more you give the more you have.
Wc love you,










Congratulations on your graduation from Santa Clara University.
We are so proud of your academic and athletic accomplishments.
We love you very much,





56O MiMich St. tfitJL
Thank you to all of our family and friends for
their love and support over the past four years.
We will never forget the memories we have
made and we will keep the SCU tradition with
us always! Go Broncos!
Stwav floUwv ScniJio
Congratuations Steven, Twenty-two years
ago your life began as a miracle and has
progressed to a life with vision and passion.
We are so very proud of you. Each and every
accomplishment in your life is a realism of
all the wonderful things you possess. Your
kindness, positive attitude, motivation and
determination are visible in all that you do.
Regardless of where life takes you, we wish
you happiness along the way. Remember the
journey is as important as the destination.
With much love and respect,
Mom & Dad
El Presidente. Congratulations on your vic-





Congratulations on your graduation.
There is nothing we could tell you that you don't already know. You've surpassed
all our expectations because of your compassion and loving spirit. The future
will be full of happiness and success. Thanks for making our job so easy.
We love you,
Dad, Mom and Sammy
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The heart is the chief teature of a functioning mind
-Frank Llovd Wright
Congratulations Graduate!
We're verv proud of vou and can't wait to see all the
great things vou will accomplish.







"Reach high, for stars he hidden in your soul.
Dream deep, for every dream precedes the goal."
- Pamela Vaull Starr
Jared,
We are so proud of you, your accomplishments and talents.
Follow your dreams. Stay true to your heart.
Love and Congratulations,
Mom and Dad




"Some are born great, some achieve greatness, and some




You are and always will be our shining star.
We are so proud of you and wish you all the best
wherever life takes you.
Love,





Congratulations Darlene Marie Macanan!
To our fabulous daughter,
What an amazing journey! We are delighted to see you accomplish your goals!
You did it! We are so proud of you! Our best wishes for a promising career and a




I'm so proud of you! I can't wait to see what the future has in store for you. Good
luck with everything and thank you for being the best sister ever! I We you!
-Donna Mae
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Congratulations AJ with your hard work and determination you have yet again
accomplished another stage in vour life.
What a wonderful young man you have become, keep pursuing your dreams.
You have brought so much joy and laughter into our lives and with that comes
countless memories, we are so proud of everything you have become.
We love you so very much Andy Joe, may all your dreams come true.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Katie, Doug, Michelle and the rest of the family
217
7uskeo}faJwHM
You have accomplished so much
over the past 4 years and we are
very proud of you, sweetheart.
We have no doubt you will be
successful in whatever choices
you make in life.
Congratulations and Good Luck!
Love,
Mom, Dad, Justin & Rusty
M\X)frTwfri&
Dear Aaron,
We remember the little boy who once walked
JaBr***^. :;'** ";lr
the Santa Clara campus and said, "Daddy,
someday I am going to go to school here."
jL ^fyr-^ltj; M
Today, you made your dream come true. We are
so proud of you and the man you have become.
Congratulations on your graduation.
at*. / Mm Remember to always follow your dreams!
We love you,
Dad, Mom and Sarah
KcdthcihiMs StfviAs
Congratulations, Kate!
With Love and Pride from
your Entire Family
AidiMv Slvm& WJydt
From brilliant beginnings to
infinite possibilites...
Aislinn, the goals you set
for yourself were achieved
through dedication, integ-
rity and heart. We are so
very proud of you and all









You've worked very hard and we are proud of your many
accomplishments. From cornering the market with Beanie Babies
to DVD's, we know that you will go far in the business world.
Remember, however, that "What lies behind us and what lies
before us are tiny matters compared to what lies within us."
-Ralph Waldo Emerson.




At\6 £mc\ a^pi of bid c\jo\io a£-ftco£pa
Congratulations, Matt on your
Graduation! We are very proud of you.
We look forward to your next





We are proud of your
accomplishment;
Start your journey in life and have fun
along the way.
Never lose your sense of balance as you
experience success and failures.
Treat all those you meet with dignity
and respect.
Love, Mom and Dad
A ship is safe in the harbor,
but that is not why
ships are built.
To Brandon:
Only four short years ago,
Now you have a diploma to show.
It was hard to watch you leave,
The world has yet to see what you can achieve!











Goodbye, and best wishes, Class of 2008 Graduates!










to the class of aoo&!
from, the T>elta wc\\zeboard cavwpl
Coit/te s*peiA/ol s>ow*t of youtr su.w,w,er
break, with i/cs!!!
Weekday Camps
Our standard weekly camp session runs Monday - Fnday /n fhe months of
June - August. If our weekly camp sessions don't work into your schedule
we can accommodate you with either an hourly or daily package.
Weekend Camps
Weekend camp sessions run Friday or Saturday thru Sunday all year long
and are scheduled by appointment only. Prices vary depending on what
type of amenities your group requires. Call or email us for an individual
price quote.
Hourly & Daily Lessons
Private lessons can be arranged on the weekends only during the months
of March thru May, September and October. From June through August,
private lessons run 7 days a week. We have both individual and group
rates available. -*^fc -^
warnw
\tthe.DWC,\
II skill levels irom ,rs to advanced.
it tfi rit zrTilMfiilsiiltltl ' tiHtiKltit I Aci
online at www.DeltaWakeboafdCamp.com








We are committed to becoming your premier source of
one-stop shop for watersports equipment and accesso-
ries. We offer the highest quality inventory ofyour favorite
brands: CWB, Hypehite, Liquid Force, Von Zipper, Body
Glove, Krown, Proline, Lightning, and many others. . . at
discount prices. It is our goal to provide you with an easy,
hassle-free shopping experience, while delivering the ex-
cellent customer service you deserve! For your online
needs, check out our website at
\AAvw.boflrdersbflsem,eiA,t.coi'vc
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Catering: (408) 551-1792 Dining Services: (408) 554-7804
Congratulations Class of 2008
We're Proud to Support
Santa Clara University!
Congratulations to the Graduates!
fffi&TWi 404 Sarato8a Avenue/ Suitc 1 °°
UJLEi iLCvirr Santa clara ' °^ 95050
HOlTlES 408.985.6000 • 408.985.6050 tax
\C E N T R A L





Dr. Steven Neunzig, O.D.
Dr. Dodd Portman, O.D.
wvvw.santaclaravisioncenter.com
408.241.3510
1 1 90 Scott Boulevard










2071 A Almond Way • San Jose CA 95126
See you along the way
pro 1/2 Mile from Santa Clara University
Free Super Start Breakfast • Free High Speed Internet
Jacuzzi Suites • Outdoor Pool • Cable TV/HBO




1860 The Alameda • San Jose, CA 95126 US -
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MISSION CITY FCU is your
^flk FULL SERVICE financial institution
ifi
Aission We serve the entire SCU community
including the Faculty, Staff, Students
and Alumni.
Come and see what we have to offer.. .We're here to serve you!
Visit our office at 1391 Franklin Street, located off Monroe Street
between Benton Street and Homestead Road in Santa Clara.
Full Service ATM on the basement level-Benson Center
Phone (408) 244-5818 ~ Fax (408) 244-9390
Toil-Free 1(888)361-1894
Email: info@missioncityfcu.org ~ www.missioncityfcu.org
| hinkmg about
Your flusiness f
Business Cards • Letterhead
Ad Design • Brochures a*?






Congratulations Class of 2008
Consider the Carmelites...




Choose to enrich your life.




Would you think ofjoining an 800 year
tradition of walking in the footsteps of
Jesus Christ?
As Carmelites today, we have made a choice
we treasure, emulating the contemplative
spirit of Mary and Elijah, we build our
relationship with God thru prayer, service and
in community. We invite you to walk with us!
Fr. Sam Citero, 0. Cann.
Carmelite Vocations Office ("-> r-rr,p\ \\p










































Summing up a year is close to impossible. To try and encapsulate every
feeling, thought, event, or memory of a year is the tall order that I feel is our
dun" as a yearbook staff to fill. Personally. I think we did it with style.
As the year ended last year. I said good-bye to graduating seniors, my
8th floor Swig experience, and the label offreshman and made the automatic
switch to "sophomore status". As simple, straightforward, and generic as
this might be. I found myself lacing more than just the usual challenges of
the "sophomore slump", applying for study abroad, and finding that perfect
job to put on your resume. I faced the seemingly huge task of leading and
directing a yearbook staff to make a kick-ass book that would go down in
history not only as my legacy, but as a legacy ofthe fantastic staffthat created
it and the memories created by each and every member of this school.
When I accepted this job. I thought I knew" what I was getting myself
into. Yearbooks are not a new concept to me but aswe started brainstorming
theme ideas I was surprised to find myselfscared and nervous for howwere going to make this book work.'
I needn't have worried. From the first deadline I realized that this intelligent, immensely skilled, and creative group was
unique. Thev say actions speak louder than words and these pages speak louder than anything that I could ever say. Each
designer gave a piece of themselves to these pages. This book holds more than just stats and information, it reflects life at
Santa Clara University, it serves as a record ofboth new traditions and old ones which we have made our own.
This book is not just about the 15 committed members of The Redwood staff. Each and every
page is a representation of Santa Clara's a^^^^
V
1
uJe. L-n£erp>r<s£ tkis &y^p>e)rL&n.ce. C
d^Ff&r&rd, luO-uSj mzKe- ct our ocon^ a.n.<
in. tkat loo.l\. T aroiue. ~tka£
community as a whole. From Pep Band
to SCCAP programs to intramural teams.
graduating seniors, new freshmen, transfer
students, juniors who study abroad, and those
all too wonderful access card pictures from
freshman orientation, it takes every smdent at
Santa Clara to make a book like this happen.
My perspective is of that of a sophomore, smack dab in the middle of this whole experience. But whether you're a
senior, worrying about the trials and tribulations ofEying in the real world outside ofthe Santa Clara bubble or spinning
your wheels ready to high tail it out in to the world, or a freshman completing your first year of college, you're part of this
experience and you're a part ofthe traditions at SCU. Every smdent has their own perspective and sees n-adition through
their own eyes. Each year we put our own spin on it. This year hasn't been totally easy for anyone, there have been late
nights, early mornings, midterms, papers, and just plain old bad days. But at the end of it all. the year was beautiful and
I am proud ofit. I am proud of the memories and traditions that this year leaves for future students. Each and every one
of the many aspects of Santa Clara make us unique and memorable and in their own way connects us as a university, a
campus, and a community. From naming houses to day parties to a brand new library, we leave in our wake traditions
specific to us. to our experience and these traditions will not be forgotten.
I sit here at my desk writing and I realize that some things will never change. In nvo
months I say good-bye as more seniors graduate as they always will and face coming back
from study abroad next year to a new freshman class looking younger than ever as they
always do. In some ways the cycle of college seems monotonous, following the ttack from
freshman through senior. It seems then, that Tradition Defines US. But I know that when I
am looking back as a senior, as many ofyou might be doing right now. there is no one track,
one experience we all have. We interpret this experience in different ways, make it our own.
and in that way I argue that WE Define Tradition. I know that this book, this staff, this
idea make my mark on this university and I couldn't be more proud of how we've done it.
Thank you to the staff, the school, the students, and all of those people that have kept me

















finished pages as they were
all slowly taped up on the waU
"
The other staffmembers are amazingl^^*" aspeet of it so
do. It's hard to consider it
myjob because I enjoyed ever} i
much.
- iceLseti Saciter
Uke the famine to the
-J^^team to date.
^^rr^C'^rse^el^VeehawSahat
Being on the yearbook staffwas amazing because
I met fabulous people and managed to get pushed outside of m)
comfort zone. I loved going to events all across campus with a huge camera
and getting to capture the action whether it was a sports game, pumpkin
carving, or band night in the bronco. So much happened this year, and I
hope that by looking through this amazing bo< >k \ < >u are able t< > remember
all the good times as well as sec something \ < >u might ha\ e missed. Maybe
you'll even be inspired to reach outside ofyour comfort zone for next year
and try something new.
E-mi-Lti FonC\
"Wait...when arc m\ office hours?"
"Ifyou cant remember it.. .look in the yearbook"









Seriously vearfmnt ; \- P
ctty awesome.
aphoto^To^L;~nthanitisworkand-
shouldbe going to anyway.
It has been such a blessing to be a part ofthe yearbook
tins year, rhough I was frequent!) the one working
lastmniuteon my copies and page designs, I could norhave asked for a better way to spend all of those boring
eekday afternoons ( )vcrall. due to everyone's hard workhe yearbook turned out to be amazing. Thanks to all of
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This 104th Volume of Santa ( "lara University's The Redwood was printed by :
Taylor Publishing Company:
1550 West Mocking Bird Lane
Dallas, Texas 75235
Taylor Representative Kelly Hendricks and Plant Representative Robert Porter assisted in the
publication ofThe Redwood.
These 231 pags were sudmitted on CD's as PDF's. Pages were created on three Macintoch G5
computers with Adobe Photoshop 7.0, Adobe InDesign CS and Microsoft Word. Trim size of
these pages is 9 x 12.
All copy ofThe Redwood was written and edited by The Redwood Staff and contributing student
writers. Page designs were created and edited by Staff Designers.
Fonts used in The Redwood include Gloucester MT Extra Condensed, Cooperplate Gothic Light,
M^r^tf, tfleau£ar <f/ie// {./>ou//(///(r/n/x\\^ Big ( Carlson.
Photographs were taken by Staff Photographers and contributing student photographers using
digital SLR cameras. Some images appearing in The Redood were submitted by students, faculty
members, school organizations and the Athletic Department. Senior portraits were taken by:
I .aurcn Studios
9607 Business ( "enter Drive, Building 13. Suite B
Rancho ( aicamonga. ( A 91730
The Lauren Studios representative was Paul Bilgore.
The Redwood was printed for all members of the Santa ( llara University community. The book
was distributed on campus and by mailed for S75.00 each.
The Redwood would like to apologize for am misspellings, omissions of persons in both name
and/or photo, or crroncrous identification. All mistakes are purely accidental and in no way
intentional on the part ofThe Redwood staff, publisher, photography staff, of faculty advisor. The
Redwood staff is not responsible for students classified above or below their actual class level, as
our information is presented as it was provided to us by the unit tracking system of Santa Clara
University Student Records. Our coverage ranges from September to March in order to make
our May shipment delivery to customers, and we apologize for any inconvenience this may cause
individuals or organizations.
Questions, comments, concerns or inquires about any aspect ofThe Redwood may be directed to:
Santa Clara University, Center of Student Leadership
Benson 1, Attn: The Redwood
500 El Camino Real
Santa Clara, CA 95050 229
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